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THESIS ABSTRACT
NAME: Mashaan Awad Alshammari
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of Kinect Data Streams
MAJOR FIELD: Information and Computer Science
DATE OF DEGREE: November, 2015
Human action recognition is an important aspect of multiple real life appli-
cations (e.g., video search, health care, and human-computer interaction). The
introduction of Microsoft Kinect c© boosted massively this research field. Kinect de-
fines and monitors a very restricted area for human movement detection. Human
actions must take place in this restricted are in order to be captured and recognized
accurately. This environment is only suitable for In-Place actions that occur in a
single place without requiring the subject to move long distances. In this research,
we aim to recognize In-Place actions such as punch, jump, or pick up. Tradition-
ally, 2D video representations (i.e., Red- Green-Blue (RGB) and depth videos)
were the main sources for human action recognition systems. However, the human
xiv
action features extracted from RGB and depth videos have major limitations such
as background noise in RGB videos and self-occlusion in depth videos. The second
release of Microsoft Kinect c© SDK provides rich data streams, including: RGB
frames stream, depth frames stream, body index stream, and body joint-tracking
stream. In this thesis, we utilized depth frames stream, body index stream, and
body joint-tracking stream to perform action segmentation, background subtrac-
tion and action recognition. We proposed a new feature set combining 15 features
vectors, to recognize human actions recorded by Kinect system. The proposed fea-
tures, extracted from joint positions, consist of: standard deviation, Euclidean
distance, and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) metrics. Experiments were con-
ducted using the proposed features and benchmarked against those based on raw
joints positions. In experiments involving unseen subjects, the proposed features
performed better than those based on raw joint positions. Moreover, generating a
comprehensive training dataset of human actions is a challenging task. As a sec-
ondary objective for our research study, we investigated the feasibility of training
a classifier on synthetic human action data and testing it using real human ac-
tions. Simulation results indicate that the classifiers trained entirely on synthetic
data, attained 90% recognition rates on real test data, which supports our second
objective.
xv
xvi
CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Human action recognition is an important problem in computer vision. Search
results using the query “human action recognition” on a famous bibliographic
database (Scopus), shown on Figure 1.1, demonstrate the growing interest in this
topic. Despite its importance to the field of human computer interaction (HCI)
[3], human action recognition has applications in other fields such as sign language
[4], health care [5], and surgical training tasks [6].
Figure 1.1: Number of human action recognition studies indexed by Scopus
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To build a human action recognition system, a set of features characterizing
the human action is required. Traditionally, the recorded Red- Green-Blue (RGB)
videos are the only source for recognizing the human action. Existing techniques
based on RGB videos for human action recognition, commonly use spatio-temporal
interest points [7, 8], to capture the motion patterns. These interest points are
accumulated into local distributions such as: histograms of oriented gradients
(HOG) [9] or histograms of optical flow (HOF) [10], to represent spatio-temporal
patterns.
It is difficult to extract accurate human action information from RGB videos
[11]. This difficulty is attributed to the noise from the subject clothing and back-
ground objects. Moreover, tasks such as segmentation and silhouette extraction
are complicated in RGB videos.
Depth images provided a breakthrough in the computer vision field [12]. Unlike
RGB images, the pixel intensity in the depth image represents the distance from
the camera to the first surface at the pixel location. Depth images are invariant
to the scene color and lightening conditions. Subsequently, segmentation and
silhouette extraction tasks became easier with depth images, which introduces
new features to characterize the human action.
Existing depth image-based human action recognition algorithms, use a com-
mon preprocessing step, which is background subtraction as illustrated in Figure
1.2. As for the features, these studies followed two approaches. One approach is
motion images and the other is spatio-temporal features. The motion image is
2
Figure 1.2: Depth Image with Subtracted Background
an accumulation of set of depth images, where the pixel intensity represents the
motion history [13]. The human action recognition using motion images achieved
by comparing the captured motion volume with already labelled data [14] or by
pooling the spatio features [15]. The second approach of recognizing the human
action using depth imagery is spatio-temporal features, where the features are
quantized into a codebook [16, 17]. In the training codebook, the occurrence of
the features is important whereas the features’ order is disregarded. Although the
depth images are invariant to color and lightening, they suffer from major limita-
tions such as the need of large motions and the challenge of subjects self-occlusion
[12].
Microsoft Kinect provides the body joints tracking system, which opens up
another dimension to model and recognize complex human actions. Kinect uses
pose estimation to extract human body joints from a single depth image. This
method was proposed by Shotton et al. in 2013 [18]. The Kinect body joints
tracking system estimates the approximate 3D coordinates (x, y, z) of selected
human body joints considering the Kinect position as the origin of this coordinates
3
system.
Many studies utilized the human body joints tracking system provided by
Kinect, to perform action recognition. Researchers used two methods to recognize
the human actions using Kinect body joints tracking system:
• Some studies used raw joints positions to train the learning algorithms.
The recognition stage, done by measuring the similarities between the test
trajectory and the reference trajectory, then using thresholds to classify
the test sample. The thresholds extractor can be: Dynamic Time Warping
(DTW) [19], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [20], or both [2].
• Other studies choose to extract features from the raw joints positions, then
train the learning algorithm using those extracted features. These features
can be histogram of oriented displacements (HOD) [21], joint angles and
angular velocities [22], or directional velocity [23].
The movement of a human body joint in the Kinect coordinates system is a
function that changes over time, also known as trajectory. Multiple features can
describe body joints trajectories; this includes geometric and statistical features.
In this work, we introduce a feature extraction techniques based on:
• Standard deviation,
• Euclidean distance, and
• Statistical analysis of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).
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Discrete wavelet transform (DWT) is a multiresolution analysis tool of one and
two dimensional signals and functions. DWT is used to perform deep analysis for
numerical values because they inherit the same properties of the original signal
(i.e., the joint trajectory) over a finite interval. Moreover, Wavelet transformation
maintains the temporal relations between numerical values.
Another area we attempt to improve in this work is the generation of human
action data. Remarkably, a sophisticated action recognition system requires a
comprehensive training dataset (e.g. different body builds and different Kinect
angles). Nevertheless, generating the training dataset using real human subjects
is an intensive task due to the communication time with the subject and the time
consumed to explain the action for the subject. Additionally, noisy samples can
occur during the recording sessions, which adds overhead to the recording process.
Recent computer graphics techniques are able to produce the inputs (e.g. RGB
images, depth images, and human skeletons) for the computer vision algorithm.
3D computer graphics have been used to provide comprehensive training datasets
for the learning algorithms, in many applications such as hand gesture recognition
[24] and human pose estimation [18].
1.2 Motivation
Many studies in the field of computer vision tackled the problem of human action
recognition. In spite of the intensive research, human action recognition is still
a challenging problem. This challenge is due to the complexity of describing the
5
human action. There has been a lot of research to describe the human action
using RGB and depth videos. Nevertheless, features extracted from RGB and
depth videos have major limitations such as background noise in RGB videos and
self-occlusion in depth videos.
The body joints tracking system provided by Microsoft Kinect is an invariant
representation of the human body, which significantly eases the characterization
of the human action. Nonetheless, using the joints positions (obtained by Kinect
tracking system) as features of the human action might be vulnerable to the
variations in the subject’s behavior. Therefore, it is essential to investigate and
explore new joints positions features to describe the human action.
Another issue related to the human action recognition is the need of adequate,
comprehensive, and diverse training dataset. Many studies used real human sub-
jects to record actions using Kinect, and then use them for training. However,
this process is time and effort consuming, because the human subject needs a full
understanding about the actions, which involves communication and explanation
sessions.
On the other hand, computer 3D graphics provides an excellent simulation
of the human subjects. Therefore, we investigate the feasibility of training the
human action recognition classifier on synthetic human action data then used real
human action data for testing.
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1.3 Objectives and goals
In this work, we are aiming to explore new features out of the joints positions (ob-
tained by Kinect tracking system) to describe the human action. Furthermore,
we want to simplify the classification model by proposing new preprocessing tech-
niques for the joints positions. Finally, we investigate the feasibility of using
synthetic human action data to train the human action recognition classifier. To
accomplish aforementioned goals, we act according to the following time line:
1. Obtain a standard human action data captured by Kinect from a recent
study in the literature [2].
2. Compare the newly proposed features with the approach followed by baseline
study [2], to verify the usefulness of the new features.
3. Use 3D graphics software to generate the training human action data, in
addition to recording Kinect human action data to be the test data.
4. Apply the new features to synthetic data as well as Kinect data, and inves-
tigate the feasibility of training with synthetic data.
5. Repeat the classification process with different schemes of the new prepro-
cessing techniques, to determine the efficiency of these techniques.
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1.4 Contributions
This thesis introduces new features extracted from the joints positions. In ad-
dition, it presents a new preprocessing step for the joints positions, in order to
simplify the classification model. Lastly, it presents an efficient human action
recognition system that entirely trained on synthetic human action data. Our
contributions in this thesis listed in the following bullets:
• Describing the amount of change in the body joints position by extracting
the standard deviation of its positions over time. The experiments demon-
strated that this was a good descriptor for human action, especially when it
combined with the statistical properties of discrete wavelet transform DWT.
• Measuring the distance traveled by the body joints using 3D Euclidean dis-
tance as well as the maximum 1D Euclidean distance.
• Supported by our experiments, applying DWT to the original trajectories
of the body extremities joints proved to be a good descriptor for the human
action. We selected 8 statistical properties to capture the linear behavior as
well as nonlinear behavior of the signals obtained by DWT.
• We introduced a new preprocessing step, called quantization. In quantiza-
tion, the positions of the body joints assigned into predefined groups repre-
sented by their centers, this step simplified the classification model.
• We achieved recognition rates above 90% on real human action data using
classifiers that were entirely trained on synthetic human action data. This
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demonstrated the feasibility of using synthetic human action data to train
the human action recognition classifier. Using synthetic data, we can simu-
late many scenarios that are difficult to implement in reality such as: Kinect
installation locations and wide range of human subjects.
1.5 Outline
For the rest of this thesis, background about related topics is given in Chapter 2.
Overview of related work is listed in Chapter 3. The proposed approach (including
datasets generation, preprocessing, and features extraction) discussed in Chapter
4. Chapter 5 introduces experiments, results, and analysis. Finally, conclusions
and findings presented in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
2.1 Microsoft Kinect
The Kinect [25] was released by Microsoft on November 4, 2010 [26]. It breaks the
previous record of “Fastest-selling gaming peripheral” by selling 8 million units in
the first 60 days [27]. Previously, Playstation EyeToy c© was a breakthrough in the
gaming market. It provides an action-based game control instead of traditional
controllers; this innovation earned it market domination for a few years. However,
the EyeToy needs constant light for proper operation, which was a major short-
coming. The Kinect overcomes this deficiency by providing high quality depth
images that makes it operate efficiently under different positioning and lightning
situations. Moreover, the Kinect shipped with sophisticated machine learning
techniques that provide powerful pose estimation that leads to a smooth body
joints tracking.
Primarily, Microsoft started the development of Kinect in June 1, 2009 under
10
the name of “Project Natal” [28]. Thereafter, the Kinect name was derived from
‘kinetic’ and ‘connect’. Kinect is available for the end users in three ways:
• Kinect for Windows,
• Kinect for Xbox as an external supplement, and
• Bundled with the Xbox.
Kinect is not only a gaming device as it provides high quality color and depth
images for research community with an affordable price. In 2011, Microsoft re-
leased the Kinect SDK bundled with tools and APIs (Application Programming
Interfaces) to develop Kinect applications [26]. The release of Kinect SDK in
addition to already existing libraries (e.g. OpenNI and OpenKinect) made the
Kinect more popular for computer vision research.
The Kinect belongs to the category of RGB-D sensors. These types of sensors
provide a color image as well as estimated depth of every pixel in the scene. Kinect
is able to capture 30 frames per second (FPS) for both depth and color images.
Kinect includes advanced sensing hardware which are [29]:
• RGB camera: captures color images in 1080p resolution.
• Infrared (IR) emitter: emits infrared light beams.
• Infrared (IR) depth sensor: receives infrared beams reflected back to
the sensor to generate 512×424 depth images.
• A multi-array microphone: contains four microphones to capture sound.
Since there are four microphones, it is possible to locate the sound source.
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Figure 2.1: Kinect v2 Different Data Streams
These internal components of the Kinect are combined to produce data streams
shown in Figure 2.1:
• RGB stream,
• Depth stream,
• Infrared stream,
• Body joints positions stream, and
• Body index stream.
Kinect uses pose estimation to extract body joints. The second release
of Kinect supports the track of 25 joints. The joints are: (Head, Neck,
SpineMid, ShoulderLeft, ElbowLeft WristLeft, HandLeft, ShoulderRight, El-
bowRight, WristRight, HandRight, SpineBase, HipLeft, KneeLeft, AnkleLeft,
FootLeft, HipRight, KneeRight, AnkleRight, FootRight, SpineShoulder, HandTi-
pLeft, ThumbLeft, HandTipRight, ThumbRight) [29].
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2.2 Pattern Recognition in Brief
In pattern recognition, observations (patterns and regularities) are classified into
predefined categories based on their properties [30]. Pattern recognition has many
applications such as speech and text recognition. Figure 2.2 shows the structure
of a typical pattern recognition system [31].
Figure 2.2: Structure of typical pattern recognition process
Features extraction and classification methods contribute significantly to the
overall performance of any pattern recognition system, therefore, we discuss them
in the next two subsections. In the final subsection, we introduce the performance
metrics used to evaluate pattern recognition systems.
2.2.1 Features Extraction
Features extraction is a crucial part of any recognition system, since it directly
influence the performance of the classifier. The goal of features extraction process
is to characterize the observations using measurements. Ideally, the difference
between measurements values are small for observations within the same class
(intra-class) and large for observations from different classes (inter-class) [31]. A
feature can be numerical value (e.g., height of a person) or categorical value (e.g.,
gender).
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2.2.2 Classification Methods
In machine learning, a classifier is the learning algorithm that used to classify new
instances into predefined categories. Initially, labelled data is fed to the classifier
to earn the ability of prediction, usually this is called the training process which
is illustrated in Figure 2.3. In this section, we introduce the principles as well as
historical background of the classifiers we used in this thesis.
Figure 2.3: Classification Process
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine (SVM) depends on representing data on higher dimen-
sions that is usually higher than original feature space. The mapping is done by
linear or non-linear function (illustrated in Figure 2.4) and the support vectors de-
termine the margins. A major advantage of SVM approach is that the complexity
of resulting classifier totally depends on the support vectors; not on the trans-
formed space. This makes SVMs less prone to over-fitting problems compared to
other methods [31]. The principle of SVM was developed by Cortes and Vapnik
in 1995 [32]. Furthermore, SVM is a powerful classification method it proved
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(a) Linear SVM (b) Non-linear SVM
Figure 2.4: Linear and non-linear SVMs [1]
to be excellent performer in a wide range of applications, such as handwritten
recognition and categorization of Web pages [33].
Random Forest
Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble learning technique. Usually ensemble learning
algorithms provide more accurate results than single classifiers since they are
robust to some confusing problems such as noise and samples correlation [34]. RF
is constructed by multiple randomized decision trees. Figure 2.5 demonstrates
the basic structure of decision tree classifier. The randomized trees in the forest
receive the sample as an input vector then predict its class. The predicted classes
are collected and the final decision is made based on majority voting. Some
advantages of RF classifier include tackling large datasets, estimating the features
that influence the decision and its strength in estimating missing data [34]. The
fundamental basis of the RF was first introduced in 1997 by Amit and Geman
[35]. Their methodology was based on searching over a random subset of decision
trees after splitting the node. However, Random Forest was properly introduced in
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Figure 2.5: Typical decision tree classifier
2001 by Breiman [36] where he explained well how to build a forest of uncorrelated
randomized decision trees.
k-Nearest Neighbor
k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) is a non-parametric classifier which operates based
on the k-NN classification rule. k-NN classification rule recognizes an unlabeled
sample x by assigning it the label of the majority samples among k samples [31].
k-NN classifier known as one of the simplest and fundamental algorithms in ma-
chine learning. Before the classification phase the user has to define the value
of k. Usually, k-NN classifier used two distance functions: Euclidean distance
and Manhattan distance. The principle of k-NN classifier firstly introduced by
Fix and Hodges Jr in 1951 when they proposed a non-parametric discernment
analysis [37]. It took almost 20 years for computer technology to advance in or-
der for researchers to apply the theoretical foundations.. k-NN introduced in its
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computational version by Cover and Hart in 1967 where they establish the k-NN
classification rule [38]. Moreover, their job have been taken further by Devroye in
1981 where he analyzed the discrimination of k-NN [39].
2.2.3 Evaluation Measures for Classification
Confusion matrix shown in Table 2.1, is a standard output of any classification
system. The values in the diameter of the confusion matrix are the correctly
classified instances, while other values represent the misclassified instances. The
classification measures are extracted from the confusion matrix. In this work, we
used two measures; Accuracy and F-Measure.
Table 2.1: Confusion matrix for two-class classification
Accuracy
Accuracy is the most intuitive measure for the confusion matrix. It calculates the
percentage of the correctly classified instances as shown in Equation 2.1.
Accuracy =
TP + TN
TP + FP + TN + FN
(2.1)
Nonetheless, accuracy is not appropriate metric to evaluate imbalance-learning
systems [40]. For example, if we have two classes where 95 instances in the first
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class and only five instances in the second class. Apparently, a trivial classifier
can get 95 accuracy by simply assigning the first class to all 100 instances.
F-Measure
The deficiency of accuracy measure leads to proposing new metrics geared to-
wards evaluating the classifier performance for each class independently. Precision
(Equation 2.2) and recall (Equation 2.3) are famous per class evaluation metrics
[41]. Giving a particular class, precision measures the percentage of correctly
classified instances over all instances in actual class, whereas recall measures the
percentage of correctly classified instances over all instances in predicted class.
precision =
TP
TP + FP
(2.2)
recall =
TP
TP + FN
(2.3)
F-Measure (Equation 2.4) is the harmonic mean of precision and recall [42].
F-Measure thoroughly examines the classifier performance at a particular class.
F-Measure =
2× precision × recall
(precision + recall)
(2.4)
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2.3 Human Action Recognition
Human action recognition is a process performed by the computer to interpret
any action made by the user [43]. Nevertheless, a mouse click or a head scratch
can be considered as an action by the previous definition. Mainly, sensing devices
designed to capture specific motions by the user in order to maintain convenient
usage. For example, some devices try to capture facial expression (e.g. a smart-
phone that decrease the volume when the user looks away).
Automated human action recognition is not a new concept. In 1963, RAND
Corporation released the RAND tablet, which was the first pen-input device The
project was funded by Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) [44]. RAND
tablet allows users to make free hand drawing using the stylus. The stylus emits
pulses to an electrical grid that tracks the stylus movement to draw on the screen.
Throughout the development of action recognition, many devices served as
input devices for the recognition algorithms. Wired sensors used heavily to detect
human actions and gestures. Regardless of their superb accuracy, the idea of
wearing wired sensors (e.g. gloves or suit) is not convenient.
Moreover, interactive environments [45, 46] had been developed to mimic the
subject actions [47]. Maes et al., developed in 1995 a live mirror-based system
called Artificial Life Interactive Video Environment (ALIVE) that enables subjects
to simulate a drawn models on the screen [45]. The authors designed (ALIVE) to
outperform the virtual reality systems, which uses goggles and gloves to simulate
the virtual environment. Regardless of the beauty provided by virtual environ-
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ment, their detection ability is questionable; because they just reflect the subject
status and the graphical models represented the artificial part.
Another technique for action recognition is controller-based recognition sys-
tems, where the user holds a controller that is tracked by a sensor to interpret
the human action. A very famous controller is the PlayStation Move Controller
by Sony Computer Entertainment [48]. The PlayStation camera tracks where the
player holds the controller.
Nevertheless, wearable sensors or controllers might restrict the user natural
movement, in addition of being invasive and expensive [49]. Consequently, several
studies investigate the vision-based recognition systems. Sony Corp. made a
huge success when they release their EeyToy [50] in 2003. The 2D EyeToy was
a peripheral for Sony Playstation 2, it translated the body movements into game
controls. Nonetheless, the EyeToy has a severe limitation since it requires a certain
amount of light in order to see the player.
Depth images are special type of images, where the intensity of a pixel repre-
sents the distance from the camera to the first surface at the pixel location. Depth
images can serve as an input for action recognition algorithms; they provide an
approximate 3D representation of a user body that can be used to detect partic-
ular actions. Microsoft Kinect is a famous example of action recognition using
depth images. Kinect provides a high quality color and depth images for research
community with an affordable price. Traditionally, 2D videos (including RGB
and depth) were the only source for recognizing the human action. Nevertheless,
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the body joints tracking system provided by Kinect opened another dimension for
computer vision researchers to model and recognize complex human actions.
Recent computer graphics techniques are able to produce inputs (e.g. RGB im-
ages, depth images, and human skeletons) for computer vision algorithms. Using
computer graphics, designers can produce high quality images to mimic the real
world (similar to what we see in video games and movies). In the next section, we
introduce an overview about computer graphics and how human characters can
be realistically modeled and animated in 3D graphics software in order to serve
as a source for input data to computer vision algorithms.
2.4 Computer Graphics
Computer graphics is a sub-field of computer science discipline, which studies syn-
thesizing objects in digital world using some mathematical representation. This
broad definition contains three tracks: 3D computer graphics, 2D graphics and
image processing. Nonetheless, the term Computer graphics usually refer to 3D
computer graphics. 3D computer graphics has three stages:
• 3D modeling: The developers design 3D models (human, car, table, etc...)
which are a mathematical representations based on a collection of geometric
primitives (e.g. cube, sphere, and pyramid). Also, the mathematical rep-
resentation can be constructed from a collection (also known as mesh) of
basic geometric shapes such as polygons, triangles, curves. The idea behind
representing 3D models as geometric shapes is to make them suitable for
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graphical computations [51].
• Smoothing and Animation Once the models are ready, the developer has
to define the deformation of the 3D object over time. This can be achieved
using well-known motion techniques such as: key frames, inverse kinematics
(IK), and motion capture (MoCap).
• 3D rendering: is the process of generating 2D images based on 3D models
in the scene. 3D rendering encompasses projecting 3D models (perspec-
tive), visibility handling (which part of 3D model is viewable? which part is
not?). 3D rendering can be an intensive computational task because com-
plex lightning models and shading/coloring algorithms may be involved in
the scene.
Designing human characters is one of the core applications of 3D graphics. De-
spite its essential use in gaming industry and the movie entertainment industry,
human 3D modeling emerged to be a fundamental aspect in medical and artifi-
cial intelligence disciplines. There are numerous software tools for 3D computer
graphics, the famous ones are: Autodesk 3ds Max, Blender, Autodesk Maya, and
Cinema 4D. These software tools provide the needed tools to create 3D human
models. The steps needed to create a human model are:
• Create the body mesh: drawing the human body using geometric prim-
itives (e.g. cubes and spheres).
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• Rigging the body mesh: generating a human skeleton by mimicking a
set of joints.
• Skinning the mesh: binding the human rig on top of the human mesh.
• Adjusting joints influence: defining how each joint affects the deforma-
tion of the skinned mesh.
Nevertheless, drawing and rigging a human body from a scratch using 3D
software is not a trivial task (usually done by 3D designers). Moreover, it
can be more complicated if too much details of the human body are needed
(such as muscles). Fortunately, there are software to automate some of the
aforementioned steps of drawing a human body. To generate a human mod-
els that are rigged and skinned, a developer can use software packages such
as DAZ 3D (http://www.daz3d.com/home) or AutoDesk character generator
(https://charactergenerator.autodesk.com/) shown in Figure 2.6 which is
an online tool to generate 3D human models. Furthermore, tools in AutoDesk
Maya 2015 (www.autodesk.com/products/maya) can also be used to control the
human models and to animate them. AutoDesk Maya provides an innovative
tool for human animation (Autodesk HumanIK). Autodesk HumanIK (Figure
2.7) used to target and solve full-body inverse kinematics (IK). After drawing the
human rig, Autodesk HumanIK imports the rig and retargets a human model in
order to produce a natural human deformation.
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Figure 2.6: Character selection window in AutoDesk Character Generator
Figure 2.7: Human character and its HumanIK representation in AutoDesk Maya
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CHAPTER 3
LITERATURE REVIEW
In 2013, Han et al. introduced a taxonomy of the computer vision topics that
have been investigated by different researchers in computer vision using Kinect
(as illustrated in Figure 3.1) [52]. The study identified four computer vision areas,
that enhanced by the introduction of Microsoft Kinect. The first area is object
tracking and recognition. Studies that addressed the problem of object tracking
were interested in the exact position of the 3D object [53, 54], while the main
objective of object recognition is to classify the object regardless of its position
[55, 56, 57].
The second area of the taxonomy is human activity analysis, which encom-
passes pose estimation [18, 58, 59] and activity recognition [2, 19, 22]. The third
area of the survey is hand gesture analysis, which includes hand detection [60],
hand pose estimation [61], and hand gesture classification [24]. The last area
covered by this survey is indoor 3D mapping, which aims to digitalize the indoor
environment to ease tasks like localization and navigation [62, 63].
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Figure 3.1: Computer Vision Topics Investigated using Microsoft Kinect
This thesis falls into the second area of the previous taxonomy (i.e., human
activity analysis) [52]. Studies that address the action recognition problem have
two types of contributions: contribution in the recognition method and/or contri-
bution in the features extraction process. One of the core aspects in action recog-
nition is the features extraction process. It is a decisive process on the results
obtained by the recognition system. Different studies adopted various features
extraction techniques. This diversity in features extraction techniques is due to
the following factors:
• Nature of the desired gestures, and how to extract the most representing
features [11].
• Computational cost of extracting the features, most of the studies tend to
use cheaply extracted features in order to extend the system to automated
recognition [64].
In the upcoming sections, we discuss how researchers used Kinect data streams
to tackle the human action recognition problem.
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3.1 Human Action Recognition using RGB-D
Features
In this subsection, we explain how different studies employed RGB-D features to
recognize hand gestures or body action.
In 2013, Zhang and Feng proposed a new approach of dynamic hand gestures
recognition [65]. The proposed identification approach consists of two stages:
frame fusion with density distribution features (rough recognition) and hausdorff
distance or fingertip detection (accurate recognition). Initially, the framework
mapped the dynamic hand gesture into a static fusing frame images, then the
Density Distribution Features (DDF) was used to estimate the collection where
the gesture belongs to. For the accurate recognition, hausdorff distance or fin-
gertip detection performed on the last frame of the gesture to predict the precise
gesture. The dataset was collected using ordinary camera and contain 10 dynamic
grasp gestures. The experimental results showed that the proposed approach out-
performed the single frame recognition and kept a consistent accuracy above 90%
for all classes. Nevertheless, the study used samples collected from ordinary cam-
era under the condition of constant light. Such condition and constraints make
the approach not applicable for automated detection.
Dinh et al. introduced a hand gesture recognition system for smart home ap-
pliances in 2014 [24]. The proposed method relied on recognizing the hand parts
then the state of each finger, because this will decide the gesture. The gesture
recognition was performed by two stages. Firstly, the hand parts were recognized
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using Random Forests (RFs) [36] classifier which was trained using thousands of
synthetic depth maps. Secondly, the hand gesture was recognized based on the
fingers’ states detected in the first stage. The proposed method scored 98.50% as
a mean of offline recognition rate for 400 samples representing four hand gestures
from five subjects.
In a like manner, Dinh et al. introduced a hand number gesture recognition
in 2014 [66]. The hand number recognition was achieved by recognizing hand
parts in depth images. The number gesture recognition process executed in two
parts: hand parts recognition by random forests (RFs) [36] and number gestures
recognition by rule-based classification. The first part was trained using synthetic
data to provide sophisticated hand parts recognition. Then the rule-based clas-
sification checked the state of the finger in order to detect the accurate number
gesture. The proposed method showed a promising performance on a dataset of
500 samples representing 10 hand number gestures from five subjects (100 each).
Both of the previous studies follow a similar approach which is training the RF
classifier on a synthetic data then perform the recognition. However, these studies
rely on the depth silhouette (i.e., hand depth image with subtracted background)
of the hand which can be noisy representation of the hand.
Keskin et al. introduced a real time hand posture capture in 2013 [67]. The
intended method performed object recognition by parts using depth images pro-
vided by Kinect. The human hand was represented using 21 different parts. The
intermediate parts recognition was performed using multiple randomized decision
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trees (RDT) [36] to identify the hand part for each pixel. Thereafter, a mean
shift algorithm implemented to predict the joint centers. Finally, SVM classifier
employed to detect the hand gesture. The authors tested their approach using the
ten digits of American Sign Language (ASL). Initially, they trained the random
forests on synthetic images of ASL digits. Then, the real depth images were fit-
ted into trained hand skeletons. Finally, the resulted gestures were classified using
support vector machine (SVM) [68]. The real data was collected using Kinect from
5 different persons where each person simulates the ten ASL digits. The dataset
contains 300 frames for each digit per person resulting 15,000 images. Neverthe-
less, the proposed approach achieved 99.9% using SVM on real data collected by
Kinect.
In 2013, Wang et al. introduced a real-time human action recognition frame-
work to recognize speaker’s gestures using Kinect depth images [15]. Usually,
depth data are noisy due to limited measurement accuracy of depth sensor. This
study proposed a robust background subtraction method where the pixels’ depth
values are represented as a Gaussian distribution. Once the human body appears
in the frame the significant pixels have a small probability to belong to the back-
ground. Moreover, a Potential Active Region (PAR) was implemented in this
study to minimize the computational complexity. The subject arm won’t be de-
tected if it was outside the PAR. Once the arm was observed in the PAR the hand
movement got recorded and represented as Motion History Images (MHI). The
classification process performed on two stages. An initial classification performed
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by multi-class SVM model to classify MHI frames into movements. Then, the
final classification performed by a set-based soft discriminative model to recog-
nize the action (i.e., up, down, go, back and click) based on the movements. The
authors used Kinect to generate a dataset that contains 150 gestures where 60
gestures were used for training and the remaining gestures were used for testing.
The experimental work showed the efficiency of the proposed approach (90% ac-
curacy) due to MHI features and soft discriminative model. This study contains
some innovative techniques in order to recognize gestures from depth images only.
However, restricting the speaker to a specific region to recognize the action might
be considered as a constraint that make the method a bit controlled.
Anupam et al. developed a system to recognize the activity involving two
persons using Kinect depth images [69]. The type of depth features were either
shape or temporal features. For the shape features the RoI (Region of Interest)
around the silhouette were divided into 8×5 and a histograms were obtained to
represent the pixels’ values in each box. As for temporal features, the difference
frame between two consecutive frames was extracted then the fraction of white
pixels was calculated. SVM classifier with polynomial kernel used to classify
nine activities involving two persons. The classifier got high accuracy on actions:
fighting, passing bottle, Japanese greeting, one drops the other picks, sit and
talk, and handshake. However, the classifier showed a moderate performance on
actions: bye waving, one reads the other stands, and one walks to the other.
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Table 3.1: Summary of studies reviewed in Section 3.1
3.2 Human Action Recognition using Body
Joints Positions Features
Body joints tracking stream provided by Kinect started a new dimension of human
action recognition. In this subsection, we inspect how researchers employed body
joints tracking stream in order to recognize human actions.
Chang developed a Kinect human action recognition system to control Pow-
erPoint slides in 2013 [23]. In this study SVM classifier was employed to perform
online segmentation of the gestures then the frames passed to hidden Markov
Model (HMM) classifier to recognise the speaker gestures (backward scroll, for-
ward scroll, and pointing). The study pulled the upper body joints world positions
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from Kinect then change their centroid to be the hip center, then the positions are
normalized using minimum and maximum values in the training set. Moreover,
the study used the directional velocity of the joints as an additional features to
discriminate the actions that uses the same space but with different directions.
Another feature representation was developed by Saha et al. in 2014 where
they inspected emotional action recognition. Mainly, in this study they used
geometric features where they considered the hands distance with respect to spine.
Moreover, the angles between joints was also involved in the features vector. Two
angles were used: angle of (head, shoulder center, spine) and angle of (shoulder,
elbow, and wrist). The study focused on recognizing five emotions from the body
gestures, which are: Anger, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Relaxation.
Arici et al. developed a Kinect action recognition system that used a weighted
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [71] with innovative preprocessing feature extrac-
tion in 2014 [19]. Basically, the method measures the similarity of joints world
positions in the sample action and the reference action to make a decision. The
preprocessing consists of three stages:
1. Translating the test sample into the middle of the scene by subtracting the
hip center from all other positions.
2. Draw two orthogonal vectors from the shoulder center then uses three rota-
tion matrices (one for each axis) to rotate the test sample to be orthogonal
to Kinect view.
3. Normalizing the test sample by the distance between left and right shoulders.
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Additionally, the authors addressed a deficiency of regular DTW, that it gives
equal weights to all joints dimensions regardless of their contribution to the ges-
ture. Therefore, the study introduced a weighted DTW where the weights deter-
mined by the joints contribution to the gesture. The joint contribution calculated
based on its total displacement during the training stage. The authors collected
the dataset from 38 participants that performed 12 gestures with 6 samples per
action class. The study demonstrated how the preprocessing and weighted DTW
enhance the recognition rate (96.64%) comparing to (62.41%) scored by regular
DTW.
In a similar manner, Iban˜ez et al. In 2014 developed a action-recognition known
as Easy Gesture Recognition (EasyGR). EasyGR is a tool to be used by develop-
ers with minimum knowledge of machine learning algorithms [2]. EasyGR allows
the developer to create his own training dataset in order to recognize the desired
gestures, this releases ordinary developers from machine learning details and op-
timal parameters. Mainly, EasyGR supports two learning algorithms: DTW [71]
and Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [72]. The authors evaluated the proposed
tool by investigating two metrics:
• Accuracy: recognition rate of specific actions.
• Development effort: effort needed to develop action-controlled applica-
tions with/out EasyGR.
DTW and HMM require training dataset to recognize testing gestures, the
EasyGR user must manually segment the training frames and check their cor-
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rectness. As a proof of concept, the developers constructed a training dataset of
seven gestures (Circle, Elongation, Swim, Smash, Punch, Swipe Right, and Swipe
Left). The training dataset contains 560 samples collected by 4 persons simulating
aforementioned gestures 20 times. Using 10-folds cross validation on the collected
dataset, DTW and HMM achieved offline recognition rates over 99%.
Furthermore, the study emphasizes on the simplicity of developing using
EasyGR by measuring the design effort of developer with/out EasyGR. Ten devel-
opers were asked to develop an application controlled by the 7 gestures mentioned
above using: rule-based approach and EasyGR approach. Two metrics were used
to measure the effort: non-blank, non-commented lines of code (NLoC) and total
time to implement a given action. The experimental results showed a significant
reduction in average NLoC and average time using EasyGR, therefore it meets
the simplicity aspect set at the beginning of the study.
Wang et al. developed a recognition system in 2013 to recognize two hand
gestures [73]. In this system, the preprocessing step utilized the body index stream
provided by Kinect SDK. Simply, this stream identifies the pixels that belongs to
the human body. Mainly, the preprocessing aims to segment the hands from
other parts in the image, by drawing a square based on the hand x position and
monitor the movements in the coming frames. The features are a collection of
six-vectors representing the world positions of the hands. The six-vector obtained
from previous frame was subtracted from the six-vector of the current frame then
it was multiplied by the frame rate to obtain the velocity. A Coupled HMM
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model was used for recognition, where HMM chain represents a possibility of a
hand trajectory. The model was tested on 8 two-hand gestures performed twice
by 10 subjects. Using 60% of the data for training, the model scored an average
accuracy rate of 92.87%.
Sharaf et al. introduced a real-time system for action detection in 2015 [22].
The system used joint angles and angular velocities derived from 3D joint world
positions. The study used two types of features: probability distribution of skele-
ton features and temporal pyramid construction to describe the temporal infor-
mation. MSRC-12 dataset and one action from G3D dataset were used to test
the model that scored 91.1% and 93.7% respectively.
Gowayyed et al. in 2013, proposed a novel descriptor for 2D trajectories which
is Histogram of Oriented Displacements (HOD) [21]. Basically, the trajectory of
the joint was projected on 2D plane that represents a pair of dimensions (i.e., XY,
XZ, and YZ projections). Afterwards, the trajectory was described using a his-
togram of directions between each two consecutive points. The method provided
a discrimination power which was reflected of the experimental findings.
Acorn et al. developed a recognition system (in 2015) for sit-to-stand movement
[74]. The study aims to identify the subjects who have a back pain that affects
their normal sit-to-stand movement. The data was collected using Kinect sensor in
a controlled environment (i.e., constant lighting and no movement in background).
The action was performed three times facing the Kinect, in addition to three times
with 45◦ off the Kinect. Thirty-one subjects (21 men and 10 women) volunteered
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to record their actions which produced 93 samples. Moreover, a faulty sit-to-stand
actions were performed by three subjects which produced 24 samples. Afterwards,
the features were extracted from dynamic time warping of time series created by
the joints movements over time. Two classification models were built based on:
Random Forests and k-Nearest Neighbors. Experimental outcomes indicate a
good results of both classification models.
Advances in other pattern recognition fields was reflected on computer vision
studies. Le et al. adopted recent advances in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
to develop a body gesture recognition system in 2015 [20]. An HMM model
was heavily used in gesture recognition system due to its stable performance.
Nevertheless, recent studies in speech recognition showed a room for improvement
in HMM. This study used artificial neural networks (ANNs) to estimate emission
probabilities of HMMs. The usual practice was to use Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs) for that purpose. The study used Microsoft Research Cambridge 12
(MSRC-12) which is a skeleton based dataset that contains 12 actions performed
by 30 subjects. Experiments indicated that the proposed method achieved very
competitive results.
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Table 3.2: Summary of studies reviewed in Section 3.2
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3.3 Human Action Recognition using RGB-D
and Body Joints Positions Features
Here, we inspect the feasibility of combining RGB-D streams and body joints
tracking stream to recognize human gestures.
A recognition system that combined depth and body joints features was pro-
posed by Keceli and Can in 2014 [75]. The system used a feature vector where
the features can be classified into the following categories:
• Joint Angles: after evaluating all the angles between all joints in the
skeleton, the study found out that the angles of shoulder-elbow-arm and hip-
knee-foot are the most descriptive angles. The directed angle is calculated
for the joints in all frames, then it was represented in the feature vector
using histogram with 10 bins.
• Displacements of Joints: the study claimed that joints angles might
not be efficient in some gestures like checking watch and crossing arms.
Therefore, joint displacement was included in the feature vector. The joint
displacement was calculated by aggregating all Euclidean distances from the
consecutive frames. It is worth mentioning that the joint displacement is
calculated for each dimension separately to get maximum knowledge about
the movement.
• Gradient Image: a gradient of an image is a change intensity or color of
that image. The study calculated the gradients of depth images on x, y,
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Table 3.3: Summary of studies reviewed in Section 3.3
and z dimensions. Gradient image value is a summation of the commutative
gradients in all dimensions.
• Depth History Image: the pixel intensity is a function of both the fre-
quency and depth information which is known as depth history images
(DHI). An important feature of DHI is that it stores what frames are more
recent.
Wu et al. performed a comparison (in 2014) between silhouette features and
skeletal features in a gesture-based authentication system [76]. The data was
collected using 40 subjects (27 men and 13 women) where each subject performed 2
short gestures. Gestures were recorded under different circumstances (e.g. holding
a bag and thick jackets) in order to test the robustness of the authentication
system. The study concludes that the skeletal features were more robust than
silhouette features.
3.4 Computer Graphics and Computer Vision
3D computer graphics is an important aspect of computer science. It is used to
model, animate, and render 3D objects. In 3D graphics, a developer can model
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human characters that have the same characteristics as real human body and
behave in a similar manner. Synthesizing human data using 3D graphics was
used by multiple studies in computer vision. The objective is to train the learning
algorithm on comprehensive and diverse synthetic data to be sophisticated enough
to tackle real human data.
Jalal et al. developed (in 2013) a human activity recognition system by rec-
ognizing the body parts of the human silhouette [77]. The proposed system was
trained using synthetic depth images rendered using human models in 3Ds Max.
The silhouettes of the synthetic depth images have 23 body parts labels. The de-
scriptors of the synthetic data were the depth intensity differences of two pixels.
Then, a random forest (RF) classifier [36] was trained on the synthetic data. To
test the train model, a depth camera was used to collect 6 human activities (walk-
ing, running, right hand waving, lying down, sitting down and standing up) from
3 human subjects. The experimental findings indicate a superior performance by
the proposed system.
Pose estimation is one of the key issues in computer vision. Synthetic data
was employed to provide adequate training that can enhance the pose estimation
accuracy of the learning algorithm. Kanaujia et al. proposed (in 2013) a new
algorithm to estimate the human pose [78]. The proposed algorithm uses 3D
visual hull which is constructed from multi-view silhouettes. The authors used
motion capture files from HumanEva to smoothly deform human characters in
AutoDesk Maya and render 2D image for pose estimation test. There were two
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tests: part segmentation accuracy and joint localization accuracy. When using
only the synthetic data for training the proposed algorithm showed a promising
results for both tests on real data.
Another study that tackled pose estimation in 2015, Jeon et al. introduced
unsupervised 3D human pose estimation [79]. The proposed method utilizes the
geodesic distance map (GDM) of human depth silhouettes. The GDM was gener-
ated from the body centroid to all the pixels in the silhouette in order to indicate
the distance between the pixel and the body centroid. Furthermore, the shortest
paths were drawn using the Dijkstra algorithm from the body centroid towards
the body extremities. The authors used 3Ds Max to simulate human poses, and
the proposed algorithm estimated the skeleton poses efficiently.
Hand gesture recognition emerged to be an important topic in computer vi-
sion. Various studies in hand gesture recognition utilized 3D computer graphics to
generate synthetic data. Dinh et al. designed a hand gesture recognition system
for smart home appliances in 2014 [24]. The developers used 3Ds Max to generate
synthetic dataset of hand silhouettes with hand parts labels. A Random Forests
(RFs) classifier was trained using thousands of synthetic depth maps to identify
the hand parts. Afterwards, the hand gesture was recognized based on the fingers
states detected in the first stage. The experiments showed the efficiency of the
proposed method.
A very similar approach of generating synthetic hand silhouettes can be found
in [66] by Dinh et al. in 2014. The study illustrated the feasibility of using synthetic
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data to train the learning algorithm in order to recognize hand number gesture.
Luong et al. developed a Human Computer Interaction (HCI) system based
on hand gesture recognition [80]. The proposed system employed a random forest
classifier that was trained on vast amount of synthetic images to recognize fingers
and hand parts. The study used 3Ds Max to generate a synthetic dataset of
hand silhouettes (800 image pairs). The extracted features were the depth value
difference between pixels. The authors introduced an HCI system to control a
mouse cursor in windows operating system, they selected two tasks: moving the
cursor and double click.
In 2013, Lim et al. developed a pose estimation of upper human body [81]. The
proposed method utilized the random forest classifier which is trained on synthetic
images to recognize upper body parts. Then, support vector machine (SVM)
classifier used to recognize the pose of upper body. The study used 3Ds Max
to generate a synthetic dataset of upper body images (350 synthetic depth and
labeled images). Moreover, the study collected 200 depth images from 10 subjects
(100 for training and 100 for testing). The features used by SVM are angles
between upper body joints. The experimental findings indicates high recognition
rates by the proposed method.
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Table 3.4: Summary of studies reviewed in Section 3.4
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CHAPTER 4
PROPOSED APPROACH
The considerable amount of studies in literature that addressed the human action
recognition indicates the importance of this problem. Moreover, recent computer
vision technologies (such as body joints tracking system [18]) enable researchers to
build learning algorithms on top of invariant and robust systems. In this thesis we
tackled the problem of human action recognition by utilizing body joints tracking
system [18] provided by Kinect.
4.1 Problem Statement
In this thesis, we mainly address two issues that continue to persist in human
action recognition research: Extracted Features and Training Data. Despite the
vast amount of studies that addressed the human action recognition problem, the
feature extraction part still needs more work in order to propose more meaningful
and discernment features. Some studies used the raw positions of joints as features;
however, the subjects body built can easily confuse this method or his behavior
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while performing the action.
For the training data, most of the studies collected their training data using
Kinect. Nevertheless, this process can be time consuming if we consider the
communication time with the subject and the time consumed to explain the action
for the subject. Additionally, noisy samples can occur during the recording session,
which adds overhead to the process. we selected the study published by Iban˜ez
et al., 2014 [2] as our baseline in terms of selected joints and action data structure.
4.2 Research Hypotheses
Based on the problem statement discussion we formulate our hypothesis structure
as follows:
• H1: (The influence of extracted features), extracting features from
joints positions can produce better recognition rates than using raw joints
positions as features.
(Null hypothesis: extracting features from joints positions cannot produce
better recognition rates than using raw joints positions as features).
• H2: (Training the model using synthetic data), synthetic data can
provide comprehensive training for the learning algorithm.
(Null hypothesis: synthetic data cannot provide a comprehensive training for
the learning algorithm).
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Table 4.1: Summary of Experimental Designs Carried out in this Thesis
Therefore, we propose two experimental approaches in order to address each hy-
pothesis independently. Table 4.1 shows the parameters of both experimental
designs (e.g., joints used, dataset size, and extracted features). Both experimen-
tal designs differ by their objectives. In the first experimental design, we searched
for new features to describe the human action, while in the second experimental
design we investigated the feasibility of using synthetic data for training. Next,
we discuss the human action data used in this work, the preprocessing techniques
used, and nature of the extracted features.
4.3 Human Action Data
The authors of (EasyGR [2]) generously shared their data with us. The data
of EasyGR [2] is stored in text files where each text file represent an action.
Therefore, the text files are the data samples (also known as data instances).
Each text file contains a matrix of size N × 3M where:
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Figure 4.1: The human joints tracked in this thesis

joint1 joint2 . . . jointM
t1 x11 y11 z11 x12 y12 z12 . . . x1M y1M z1M
t2 x21 y21 z21 x22 y22 z22 . . . x2M y2M z2M
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
tN xN1 yN1 zN1 xN2 yN2 zN2 . . . xNM yNM zNM

• N is the number of recorded frames (Assuming t is a single unit of time
which is the frame number such that t ∈ [1..N ]). N was set to be adequate
to capture the human action.
• M is the number of tracked joints (in this study M = 15 see Figure 4.1)
multiplied by 3 to represent the three dimensional space: x (horizontal axis),
y (vertical axis), and z (depth value).
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4.3.1 Experimental Design 1
In this experimental design we selected EasyGR [2] to be our baseline study. In
EasyGR, authors used the plain coordinates of the joints as features that used
by the DTW and HMM to recognize the human action. Although the plain
coordinates were preprocessed, they are still not robust enough against variations
in subjects body built and action behavior. Our objective in this experimental
design is to search, investigate, and propose influential features to describe the
human action using the same data in EasyGR [2].
The EasyGR dataset contains seven actions illustrated in Figure 4.2: Circle,
Elongation, Swim, Smash, Punch, Swipe Left, and Swipe Right. Two categories
of data used in this experimental design:
• Training Data: 560 samples (80 samples per action), performed by four
subjects from EasyGR research team with different body builds.
• Testing Data: 140 samples (20 samples per action), performed by two
subjects from our research team with different body builds.
4.3.2 Experimental Design 2
In this experimental design, we aim to investigate the feasibility of training the
classifier on synthetic human action data. Recording real human action data is
an intensive task since it requires some introductory steps (e.g. communicating
with the subject and explain to him/her how to perform the action). Computer
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(a) Circle (b) Elongation (c) Swim (d) Punch
(e) Smash (f) SwipeLeft (g) SwipeRight
Figure 4.2: Actions in EasyGR dataset [2]
3D graphics software are sophisticated enough to simulate human actions without
the need of introductory steps.
The human action data in this experimental design contains six actions: Bal-
ance, Jump, Kick, Pickup, Punch, and Stretch. Two categories of data used in
this experimental design:
• Training Data: 972 samples (162 samples per action), performed by six
synthetic subjects with different body builds designed using AutoDesk Char-
acter Generator software.
• Testing Data: 120 samples (20 samples per action), performed by two
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subjects from our research team with different body builds.
Next, we explain the process of generating both datasets.
Training Data
To generate human action synthetic data we used AutoDesk Maya 2015. Maya
is a 3D graphics software with innovative HumanIK (Human Inverse Kinematics)
tool, which provides a natural deformation of human characters. To simulate a
human action, we need two components:
• Rigged human character : is a combination of a human mesh and set
of joints that mimic the human skeleton. We generated the rigged human
models using AutoDesk Character Generator [82].
• Motion capture (MoCap) file : the file that contains the motion in-
formation. We downloaded free MoCaps from NUS (National University of
Singapore) Motion Capture Database [83].
AutoDesk character generator was used to generate six human subjects. Dur-
ing the design of human characters we consider the diversity in: gender, body
build, age category. The specifications of human characters are illustrated in
Figure 4.3.
Afterwards, we imported the human characters one by one into a Maya scene.
Then, apply motion information files (MoCaps) onto these characters. The gesture
action was then captured from different perspectives using 27 cameras positioned
at specific distances and angles from the human character spine in the virtual
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(a) Human Characters with Large Body Build
(b) Human Characters with Average Body Build
(c) Human Characters with Small Body Build
Figure 4.3: Human Characters used in Experimental Design 2
3D environment. The distribution of cameras is shown in Figure 4.4. Moreover,
Table 4.2 illustrates the cameras positions according to the spherical coordinates
around the human character spine.
For a single action we generated 162 samples, since we have 6 human subjects
and 27 cameras positioned to capture the action from different angles. As a result,
we obtained 972 human action samples for all of the 6 actions, which is the size
of the training data.
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Figure 4.4: Setup of generated cameras
Table 4.2: Cameras Positions in Maya Scene
Testing Data
Kinect v2 was used to record real human actions performed by two subjects from
our research team. The Kinect was installed on a table with approximately 3
meters distance from the subject. The recording performed in ordinary living
room.
The 15 joints (refer to Figure 4.1) world positions as well as depth images (with
instant background subtraction) were recorded and stored during the actions. The
depth images used to segment the file of joints world positions into samples since
all the trials performed at once. Figure 4.5 shows an overview about actions,
synthetic data, and real data used in this experimental design.
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(a) Balance (b) Jump
(c) Kick (d) Pickup
(e) Punch (f) Stretch
Figure 4.5: Actions in Experimental Design 2
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4.4 Preprocessing
When recording an action using Kinect, the subject’s position and his size varia-
tions need to be considered before performing the training or testing. Translation
and normalization are two preprocessing steps used to overcome aforementioned
variations [2, 19].
In our second experimental design, we introduced a new preprocessing step,
which is quantization to simplify the classification model. In the upcoming sub-
sections, we discussed these preprocessing techniques in details.
4.4.1 Translation
Translation preprocessing illustrated in Figure 4.6, used to overcome the subjects
translation variations. The centroid of joint positions needs to be subtracted
from all positions. Some studies used the position of the hip center as centroid.
However, we adopted the method introduced by [2] to calculate the centroid as
illustrated in Equation 4.1, where n is the total number of joints.
centroid = (xˉ, yˉ, zˉ) =
∑n
i=1(xi, yi, zi)
n
(4.1)
Then, the centroid of the positions was subtracted from all positions as shown
in Equation 4.2.
(xi, yi, zi) = (xi − xˉ, yi − yˉ, zi − zˉ) (4.2)
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Figure 4.6: Translation Preprocessing
4.4.2 Normalization
Normalization preprocessing shown in Figure 4.7, used to overcome the variations
in different body builds. The joints positions were normalized by the distance
between the neck and the spine (called SpineMid in Kinect v2). Equation 4.3
demonstrates the formula to find the Euclidean distance between the neck and
the spine. Furthermore, Equation 4.4 shows the normalization of a single joint
position.
d =
√
(xNeck − xSpine)2 + (yNeck − ySpine)2 + (zNeck − zSpine)2 (4.3)
(xi, yi, zi) =
(xi, yi, zi)
d
(4.4)
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Figure 4.7: Translation and Normalization Preprocessing
4.4.3 Quantization
Quantization (or more specifically Vector Quantization) is the process of assigning
set of points in the space to a finite number of groups, where each group is rep-
resented by its center [84]. There are machine learning techniques that adopted
the principle of vector quantization (e.g. learning vector quantization [85] and
k-means clustering).
The initial assumption constitute that performing quantization ahead of the
classification process could enhance the learning process, because the observations
are limited into predefined groups. The first intuition is the distance between the
centers is a crucial parameter. If the distance between the centers is too small the
quantization step would not help much because of large number of groups. On
the other hand, if the distance between the centers is too large, it may lead to
information loss because the observations moved significantly from their original
locations. Therefore, the distance between the centers has to be set carefully as
can be seen later in the text.
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(a) Maximum Quantization Error (MQE) (b) Quantization Centers
Figure 4.8: Evaluation of four quantization schemes
(a) One Unit (b) Half Unit
Figure 4.9: Quantization Schemes in Experimental Design 2
Before implementing quantization, we evaluated 4 quantization schemes: 1,
0.5, 0.25, and 0.125 units. It is important to note that a single unit in the Kinect
coordinates system equals to one meter. We evaluated aforementioned schemes
using: Maximum Quantization Error (MQE) (illustrated in Equation 4.5) and
number of generated centers.
MQE =
Δ
2
, where Δ = quantization step (4.5)
Based on the observations provided by Figure 4.8, we selected one unit and
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(a) Quantization Centers (b) Non Quantized Skeleton (c) Quantized Skeleton
Figure 4.10: Quantization preprocessing using One Unit
(a) Quantization Centers (b) Non Quantized Skeleton (c) Quantized Skeleton
Figure 4.11: Quantization preprocessing using Half Unit
half unit quantization schemes. The former is the most intuitive scheme and it
provides a baseline for other schemes, while the latter represents the best tradeoff
between maximum quantization error and number of centers. Overview of both
schemes provided in Figure 4.9.
Assigning a joint to its nearest quantization center performed according to the
Euclidean distance. Furthermore, Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 illustrates how the
quantization was performed on the joints positions obtained by Kinect v2.
4.5 Features Extraction
In both experimental designs, our feature extraction approach consists of three
types of features:
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• Standard deviation of all joints positions with respect to time on each axis
separately.
• Max 1D and 3D Euclidean distances between the joint position in the first
frame (t = 1) and the position in the middle frame (t = ||N
2
||) in addition to
the distance between its position in the first frame (t = 1) and the position
in last frame (t = N).
• The statistical analysis of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) signals per-
formed on body extremities.
Next, we describe these features in details.
4.5.1 Standard Deviation
The standard deviation measures the amount of variation of a set of data samples,
it is calculated using Equation 4.6, where N is the total number of data points, x
is the current point, and μ is the mean of the data points.
σ =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
(xi − μ)2 (4.6)
The standard deviation of the joints positions with respect to time reveals
important information about which joints moved during the action. This feature
represents a vital descriptor to differentiate between actions. Figure 4.12(a) and
Figure 4.12(b) illustrate how the standard deviation can be used to reveal the
interest joint in an action. The size of this feature vector is 45, since we are
calculating the standard deviation on each column of the text file.
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(a) Circle action in experimental design 1
(b) Kick action in experimental design 2
Figure 4.12: Discriminative ability of standard deviation features vector
4.5.2 Euclidean Distance
Measuring the Euclidean distance between two joint positions in different timings
describes the nature of the joint movement. Here, we coupled the maximum
1D Euclidian distance with 3D Euclidian distance to get benefit of both and
to enhance the discriminative ability. Using 1D space the Euclidean distance
calculated by Equation 4.7 (where x1 and x2 are values in a single dimension).
3D Euclidean distance calculated using Equation 4.8.
d =
√
(x2 − x1)2 (4.7)
d =
√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2 + (z2 − z1)2 (4.8)
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(a) Circle action in experimental design 1
(b) Kick action in experimental design 2
Figure 4.13: Discriminative ability of Euclidean distance features vector
Figure 4.13(a) and Figure 4.13(b) illustrate the discriminative ability of 1D
Euclidean distance between first frame (t = 1) and the middle frame (t = ||N
2
||).
Two distances calculated for each joint:
• between the joint position in the first frame (t = 1) and its position in the
middle frame (t = ||N
2
||) we extracted the following:
– Maximum of 1D Euclidean distances (on x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis)
– 3D Euclidean distance.
• between the joint position in the first frame (t = 1) and its position in the
last frame (t = N) we extracted the following:
– Maximum of 1D Euclidean distances (on x-axis, y-axis, and z-axis)
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– 3D Euclidean distance.
As a result, the size of this feature vector is 60, since we have fifteen 1D
distances and fifteen 3D distances up to t = ||N
2
||, in addition to another fifteen
1D distances and fifteen 3D distances up to t = N .
4.5.3 Statistical Properties of Discrete Wavelet Transform
Signals
The DWT transform is a mathematical representation of signals and functions.
DWT is used to perform deep analysis for numerical values because they inherit
the same properties of the original signal over a finite interval. Moreover, Wavelet
transform maintains the temporal relations between numerical values.
Analyzing the human joint trajectory using the DWT transform can reveal im-
portant information about the human action. In this study, we used Daubechies
wavelet family to analyze the human joint trajectory. We selected three mother
wavelets (db1, db4, and db7) shown in Figure 4.14. This selections was due to
similarities between Daubechies mother wavelets, db1, db4, and db7 can represent
the subgroups db1-db3, db4-db6, and db7-db10 respectively [86]. The DWT per-
formed on one level of decomposition. The process of DWT illustrated in Figure
4.15, where the original signal passed through a low pass filter (g) to generate the
approximation coefficients. Then it passed a high pass filter (h) to generate the
detail coefficients.
To demonstrate the discriminative ability of DWT signals, we analyzed the
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(a) db1 (b) db4 (c) db7
Figure 4.14: Illustration of the Daubechies wavelet
Figure 4.15: DWT Signal Decomposition
data captured by Kinect sensor of circle and kick actions. Figure 4.16 shows the
analysis of the head joint during the circle action, which appears to be constant
since it is not moving in this particular action. Nevertheless, Figure 4.17 shows
the analysis of LeftHand joint (i.e., the interest joint in circle action) and it un-
covers important information with high discrimination potential. Figure 4.18 and
Figure 4.19 show the trajectories of head and right foot in kick action respectively.
Similar to circle action, the head joint appears to be steady during the kick ac-
tion. However, the trajectories of the right foot joint (i.e., the interest joint in
kick action) contain a lot of information.
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(a) Original Trajectory
(b) db1 Approx. signal (c) db1 Detail signal
(d) db4 Approx. signal (e) db4 Detail signal
(f) db7 Approx. signal (g) db7 Detail signal
Figure 4.16: Head joint in a circle action of experimental design 1
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(a) Original Trajectory
(b) db1 Approx. signal (c) db1 Detail signal
(d) db4 Approx. signal (e) db4 Detail signal
(f) db7 Approx. signal (g) db7 Detail signal
Figure 4.17: Left Hand joint in a circle action of experimental design 1
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(a) Original Trajectory
(b) db1 Approx. signal (c) db1 Detail signal
(d) db4 Approx. signal (e) db4 Detail signal
(f) db7 Approx. signal (g) db7 Detail signal
Figure 4.18: Head joint in a kick action of experimental design 2
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(a) Original Trajectory
(b) db1 Approx. signal (c) db1 Detail signal
(d) db4 Approx. signal (e) db4 Detail signal
(f) db7 Approx. signal (g) db7 Detail signal
Figure 4.19: Right Foot joint in a kick action of experimental design 2
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After analyzing all human joints trajectories, we found out that the human
actions accumulate on the human body extremities. Therefore, the DWT ap-
plied only on the body extremities trajectories (i.e., Left Hand, Right Hand, Left
Foot, and Right Foot). We extracted the following statistical properties of the
approximation coefficients and the detail coefficients:
• Standard Deviation
• Maximum
• Minimum
• 1st Quantile
• 2nd Quantile (i.e., Mean)
• 3rd Quantile
• Skewness
• Kurtosis
On one hand, we selected the first six statistical properties to keep the model
simple. On the other hand, the latter duo statistical properties (i.e., skewness and
kurtosis) chosen to capture the nonlinear behavior of the function. Two features
vectors generated using the statistical properties of DWT. The first features vector
contains DWT approximation coefficients and the second features vector contains
DWT detail coefficients. The size of these features vector is 96, since we have:
• Four joints (i.e., Left Hand, Right Hand, Left Foot, and Right Foot).
• Eight statistical properties (i.e., Standard Deviation, Maximum, Minimum,
1st Quantile, 2nd Quantile, 3rd Quantile, Skewness, and Kurtosis).
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Table 4.3: Features Vectors Constructed from Extracted Features
• Three dimensions (i.e., x horizontal axis, y vertical axis, and z depth value).
For both experimental designs, we constructed fifteen features vectors (as
shown in Table 4.3) from the features discussed in the previous three subsections.
4.6 Classification Methods
We used four learning algorithms to evaluate the proposed features thoroughly.
The learning algorithms are (refer to Section 2.2.2): Support Vector Machine
(SVM), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) with k=3 and k=5, and Random Forest (RF).
Tuning the parameters of the previous learning algorithms recommended before
proceeding with classification. For example, the performance of SVM classifier
affected by the parameter selection. We used SVM with linear function where
we have only the complexity parameter C to optimize. C controls the strict-
ness of the support vector margins, a low C value leads to soft margins with
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minimum misclassification cost and vice versa. Therefore, the training dataset
(V1+V2+V3+V4) used to optimize the following parameters:
• SVM penalty term (C).
• k parameter in kNN.
• Number of trees parameter in RF.
The training dataset was split into 70% for training and 30% for validation.
The optimal parameters, obtained by the validation process used for test on unseen
data.
The SVM kernel we set to a linear function for two reasons: First, the linear
function was applied in similar studies such as [21] and [22]. Second, other kernel
functions neglected due to their bad performance.
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CHAPTER 5
EXPERIMENTS AND
RESULTS
As discussed in the previous chapter, we have two experimental designs, and set of
sub experiments in each design. This chapter explained in details the experimental
results as well as our analysis of these results.
5.1 Experimental Design 1
In this experimental design, we used the data discussed in Section 4.3.1. Addi-
tionally, we preprocessed the data using translation and normalization (refer to
Section 4.4). We carried out two experiments:
• Experiment 1 : raw joints positions used as features, and the recognition
was performed using thresholds based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
distance.
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• Experiment 2 : the features discussed in Section 4.5 were extracted from
the data, and the classifiers in Section 4.6 used for recognition.
5.1.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, we used the raw joints positions to classify the human actions.
The baseline study (i.e., EasyGR [2]) used two techniques: Dynamic Time Warp-
ing (DTW) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM) to extract thresholds from set of
actions. Since DTW outperformed HMM in the baseline study, we used it here
for benchmarking. DTW used to align the human joints trajectories. The DTW
calculated among all training samples in a certain class then the upper threshold
is set to the distance between the most different samples, and the lower threshold
is set to zero. The reference action selected from the training samples such that
it has the minimum distance to all other training samples. We performed 10 folds
thresholds classification using two datasets:
1. Dataset 1:
• For each action: 80 samples recorded by EasyGR team [2].
• Total: 560 samples for all 7 actions.
2. Dataset 2:
• For each action: 60 samples recorded by EasyGR team [2], and 20
samples recorded by our research team.
• Total: 560 samples for all 7 actions.
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Table 5.1: DTW Threshold Classification Results
Dataset 1 Dataset 2
Fold 1 92.8571 53.5714
Fold 2 92.8571 57.1429
Fold 3 92.8571 75
Fold 4 94.6429 66.0714
Fold 5 94.6429 69.6429
Fold 6 94.6429 58.9286
Fold 7 94.6429 60.7143
Fold 8 100 67.8571
Fold 9 91.0714 60.7143
Fold 10 96.4286 76.7857
Average 94.4643 64.6429
The results of DTW threshold classification using the above two test datasets are
shown in Table 5.1.
5.1.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we carried out three sub experiments, each one related to a
particular Daubechies wavelet (db1, db4, and db7). Then, for each sub experiment
we extracted the features described in Section 4.5 and classify the data using RF,
3NN, 5NN and SVM classifiers.
For RF, the number of trees was set to 100 which is the default option pro-
vided by Weka [87]. For k-NN, The training dataset (V1+V2+V3+V4) split into
train data (70%) and validation data (30%) to optimize the k parameter. For
SVM, we a linear kernel provided by [88]. To optimize the penalty term (C), the
training dataset (V1+V2+V3+V4) was split to train data (70%) and validation
data (30%).
The model was trained on EasyGR training dataset (80 samples for each ac-
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tion, 560 in total), and tested on the dataset recorded by us (20 samples for each
action, 140 in total) in order to improve the recognition rate scored in the first
experiment shown in Table 5.1. The classifier accuracies for our test dataset (the
unseen dataset) are shown in Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2, whereas the F-Measure
values are illustrated in Table 5.3.
5.1.3 Discussion
In the first experiment (see Table 5.1), the classification based on raw joints co-
ordinates performed in excellent manner (94.46) with test data that is similar to
the training data. However, the performance dropped significantly (64.64) when
testing on novel data. The main reason for this performance drop is the variation
in the performed subjects, which are not included in dataset 1.
For the second experiment, by looking at the learning curves at Figure 5.1 we
can notice a similar start of the curves because the features vectors V1 (standard
deviation) and V2 (Euclidean distance) are independent from the change of the
mother wavelet. Nevertheless, the features vector V2 represents a performance
drop by all classifiers that indicates a low discriminative power of this particular
features vector.
Moreover, another performance drop spotted at features vector V4 (statisti-
cal properties of DWT detail coefficients). This performance drop became much
sharper as we increase the degree of the mother wavelet (see Figure 5.1). This is
justified by the noise generated by DWT detail coefficients as the degree of the
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(a) db1
(b) db4
(c) db7
Figure 5.1: Learning Curves for Different Mother Wavelets
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mother wavelet increases. This increase of noise negatively affect the discrimina-
tive power of this particular features vector.
On the other hand, features vector V3 (statistical properties of DWT approxi-
mation coefficients) proves to be a stable performer across all the selected mother
wavelets. Since the approximation coefficients inherits a similar shape as the orig-
inal trajectory, it provides discriminative power to the classifiers, which led to a
stable performance.
Generally, combining the features vectors introduces more stability to the
learning curves, which illustrates that the discriminative power enhanced. The
highest accuracy rates achieved by features combinations that has V3 as a mem-
ber. This observation demonstrates that DWT approximation coefficients are
good descriptors for the human joint trajectory.
From the mother wavelet point of view, by looking at the learning curves at
Figure 5.1 we can say that we haven’t gain much by increasing the degree of the
mother wavelet. Therefore, db1 wavelet is the most suitable mother wavelet for
our data (i.e., human joint trajectories).
As for the classifiers, the linear SVM classifier was the best performer across
all mother wavelets; also, it scores the highest recognition rate in the design (i.e
99.28). Moreover, both k-NN schemes performed almost identically across all
mother wavelets designs, which indicates a low influence of the k parameter. The
random forest classifier has a similar pattern as the other classifiers (i.e., same
performance drops), but its scores were lower than other classifiers.
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Finally, improving the recognition rates from 64.64% in experiment 1 to above
90% in experiment 2, demonstrates that extracted features can outperform the
raw 3D joints positions. Therefore, we accept the first hypothesis (H1) and we
reject its null hypothesis.
Table 5.2: Classification Accuracy for Features Combinations
Table 5.3: F-Measure Values for Extracted Features in Experimental Design 1
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5.2 Experimental Design 2
Three experiments were carried out using data described in Section 4.3.2, where
the synthetic data dedicated only for training, and real data dedicated only for
testing. Furthermore, the preprocessing techniques discussed in Section 4.4 were
applied to aforementioned data. The experiments designed to inspect three dif-
ferent quantization schemes:
• Experiment 1 : conducted without performing quantization preprocessing.
• Experiment 2 : a 3D cube with dimensions (x ∈ [−3, 3], y ∈ [−3, 3],
and z ∈ [−3, 3]) was placed around the subject (refer to Figure 4.9). The
distance between centers set to one unit on Kinect coordinate system (i.e.,
one meter). Thus, the number of centers was 343 (i.e., 7 × 7× 7).
• Experiment 3 : a 3D cube with dimensions (x ∈ [−3, 3], y ∈ [−3, 3],
and z ∈ [−3, 3]) was placed around the subject (refer to Figure 4.9). The
distance between centers set to half unit on Kinect coordinate system (i.e.,
half meter). Thus, the number of centers was 2197 (i.e., 13 × 13× 13).
In all of experiments above, we extracted the features listed in Section 4.5 using
three mother wavelets: db1, db4, and db7, the classifiers used are RF, 3NN, 5NN,
and SVM. Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4 show the classifiers accuracy of
experiments 1, 2, and 3 respectively. Moreover, at the end of this chapter you
can find Tables 5.4, 5.6, and 5.8 that show the numerical values of the classifiers’
accuracy, whereas Tables 5.5, 5.7, and 5.9 show values of classification F-Measure.
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(a) db1
(b) db4
(c) db7
Figure 5.2: Learning Curves for Different Mother Wavelets with no Quantization
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(a) db1
(b) db4
(c) db7
Figure 5.3: Learning Curves for Different Mother Wavelets with Quantization
Unit = 1
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(a) db1
(b) db4
(c) db7
Figure 5.4: Learning Curves for Different Mother Wavelets with Quantization
Unit = 0.5
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5.2.1 Discussion
In the first experiment using db1 as mother wavelet (see Figure 5.2(a)), the clas-
sifiers exhibited a moderate performance for V1 (standard deviation), then their
performance dropped for V2 (Euclidean distance). This observation does not
change for the next sub experiments (db4 and db7), since V1 and V2 are inde-
pendent from the selection of the mother wavelet.
Afterwards, the performance of the classifiers increased using V3 (statistical
properties DWT approximation), since this features vector preserved the same
pattern of the original trajectory (please refer to Figure 4.19). As for V4 (statis-
tical properties of DWT detail), the classifiers performance dropped significantly
which indicate that this features vector is not a good descriptor by itself. For
the rest of the combinations, we observed enhancements in classifiers performance
with some peaks at V1+V3, V3+V4, V1+V3+V4, and V1+V2+V3+V4, also
some drops were observed at V1+V4, V2+V4, and V1+V2+V4.
Moreover, in the other sub experiments (see Figure 5.2(b) and Figure 5.2(c)),
we experienced a similar pattern to the one appeared in Figure 5.2(a), except the
drops at: V1+V4, V2+V4, and V1+V2+V4 became sharper. These sharp drops
were caused by the noise of DWT detail coefficients as we increase the degree
of the mother wavelet (please refer to Figure 4.19). Nonetheless, this was not
the case with DWT approximation coefficients, since all classifiers scored higher
recognition rates with DWT approximation coefficients as we increase the degree
of the mother wavelet. As a result, we get a maximum score 97.5 of accuracy
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in experiment1 using k-NN classifiers with features vector (V1+V3) and db7 as
mother wavelet.
Moving to the second experiment (quantization with full unit), using db1
as mother wavelet (see Figure 5.3(a)), we noticed significant drops at: V2, V4,
V1+V4, V2+V4, and V1+V2+V4 which seems similar behavior seen in the first
experiment. Apparently, the new quantization scheme (quantization unit = one
unit) does not make them any better. kNN held its place as top performer with
scores of 77.5 and 88.33 for features vectors V3 and V1+V3 respectively.
In the sub experiment using db4 as mother wavelet (see Figure 5.3(b)), the
kNN performance does not change much from the previous sub experiment using
db1 as mother wavelet. Whereas, RF classifier exhibited less sensitivity to the
change in the features vectors, with a drop in its mean recognition rate of 58.72
in the previous sub experiment to be 54.94 in this sub experiment.
In the final sub experiment using db7 as mother wavelet (see Figure 5.3(c)),
all classifiers became less sensitive to the change in the features vectors. The
performance degradation became much severe as we increase the degree of the
mother wavelet, mainly due to the noise of DWT detail coefficients as we increase
the degree of the mother wavelet (please refer to Figure 4.19).
In general, the outcomes of the second experiment (quantization with full
unit) were not up to the expectations. The undesirable performance of the second
experiment can be justified by the significant change of the joints positions due to
a large quantization unit, which led to major information loss. This observation
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clearly demonstrated by the steady performance of SVM classifier throughout this
experiment. The SVM maintained a consistent performance (compared to the first
experiment) ignoring the change of the features vectors, which indicates that the
classifier does not get enough information to classify the instances.
As for the final experiment (quantization with half unit), using db1 as mother
wavelet (see Figure 5.4(a)), we can notice that RF moved to be the top per-
former meaning that it responds well to the quantization preprocessing. The
classifiers performance dropped at features vectors V2, V4, V1+V4, V2+V4, and
V1+V2+V4. Nevertheless, combining DWT approximation and detail coefficients
can enhance the performance with db1 and half unit quantization, as we can see
from the performance peaks at V3+V4 and V1+V3+V4.
When we implemented db4 and db7 as mother wavelets (see Figure 5.4(b)
and Figure 5.4(c)), the performance of RF classifier dropped and moved close to
the performance of kNN classifiers. The performance patterns observed at db1
continued to persist for db4 and db7, with the performance drop at V4 became
sharper for the wavelets with higher degrees.
This experiment (quantization with half unit), overcomes the weaknesses of
the first experiment by moving the joints positions from a continuous space into
a predefined quantization groups. In addition, it seems to be a reasonable combi-
nation of distance between centers and centers resolution. Therefore, it increases
the quantization groups and provides a better description of the joints positions.
The maximum recognition rates achieved by the classifiers:
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• RF classifier was 98.33 using features vector (V1+V3+V4) with db1 wavelet
and half unit of quantization.
• 3NN and 5NN classifiers has their maximum score (97.5) using features
vector (V1+V3) with db7 wavelet and no quantization. Remarkably, 3NN
and 5NN classifiers performed in a similar manner, which indicate a low
significance of k parameter (further investigation is needed).
• Linear SVM has a highest score of 90.83 using features vector (V1+V2+V3)
with db4 wavelet and no quantization.
As a result, we get our maximum recognition rate using quantization pre-
processing, Noteworthy among the maximum recognition rates mentioned earlier,
they all share the involvement of V1 (standard deviation) and V3 (DWT approx-
imation). This demonstrates a high discrimination power for these two features
vectors.
The recognition rates shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3, and Figure 5.4 (with
maximum = 98.33) demonstrates that a real human action can be recognized
using a classifier that was trained on synthetic human action data. Therefore, we
accept the second hypothesis (H2) and we reject its null hypothesis.
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Table 5.4: Classification Accuracy for Features Vectors with no Quantization
Table 5.5: Classification F-Measure for Features Vectors with no Quantization
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Table 5.6: Classification Accuracy for Features Vectors with Quantization
Unit = 1
Table 5.7: Classification F-Measure for Features Vectors with Quantization
Unit = 1
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Table 5.8: Classification Accuracy for Features Vectors with Quantization
Unit = 0.5
Table 5.9: Classification F-Measure for Features Vectors with Quantization
Unit = 0.5
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5.3 Features Importance
In the previous sections, we extracted four types of features to recognize the human
action. Here, we used features selection technique (i.e., forward features selection)
to evaluate the significance of the extracted features. Therefore, we selected two
feattures vectors that have the highest scores in each experimental design:
• Experimental design 1
– Features vector: V1+V2+V3+V4 using db1
– Score: 99.2857
– Classifier: SVM
• Experimental design 2
– Features vector: V1+V3+V4 using db1 and half unit quantization
– Score: 98.3333
– Classifier: RF
The features selected based on the training data using 10 folds cross valida-
tion. When they were tested on test data with unseen subjects the performance
Table 5.10: Classification before and after forward features selection
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drops (as shown in Table 5.10) due to lack of generalization. This indicates the
importance of all features especially when testing on unseen subjects.
5.4 Threats to validity
Many threats can affect the validity of any experimental design. Conclusion va-
lidity, construct validity, internal validity, and external validity, are the four sides
of the experimental design overall validity.
In our experimental design, the quantity of the human action data can be a
threat to the conclusion validity. In order to minimize the impact of this threat, we
used data collected from three different sources (Iban˜ez et al., AutoDesk Maya,
our Kinect). This data has 12 subjects and 13 actions. Moreover, the bias or
unexpected behavior of the learning algorithm can be a threat to the construction
validity. Four learning algorithms (RF, 3NN, 5NN, SVM) used in the experiments
to mitigate this threat.
The cause of classification performance drops can be an internal threat to
validity. This justified our choice to use four learning algorithms, such that if all
have the same performance drop it clearly indicates that the features were not
sufficient. Finally, the generalization of our results to a wide range of human
actions is an external threat to validity. We tried to reduce this threat by using
13 actions performed by upper and lower body parts.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
6.1 Summary and Results
Human action recognition is one of the important aspects of computer vision field.
It contributes to vital applications such as security, health, and video categoriza-
tion applications. Microsoft Kinect was a huge boost to the studies in this field.
The joints tracking system provided by Kinect helped researchers to model com-
plex human actions instead of using traditional sources such as RGB and depth
2D videos.
Since the Kinect joints tracking system is an invariant representation of the
human body, many studies used the raw positions of the human joints as features
to train the learning algorithm. Nevertheless, the raw joints positions might not
be the best descriptors for the human actions, because they are vulnerable to
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variations in the subject behavior while performing the action.
We noticed in the literature that extracting new features from the raw joints
positions was an area for improvement. Therefore, in our first experimental design
we addressed this issue and extract new features from raw joints positions. The
experimental findings indicate an improved recognition rates after extracting the
features compared to the performance of raw joints positions as features.
Another problem related to the human action recognition, is the need of ade-
quate, comprehensive, and diverse training dataset. Many studies used real human
subjects to record actions using Kinect, and then use them for training. However,
this process is time and effort consuming, because the human subject needs a full
understanding about the actions, which involves communication and explanation
sessions. On the other hand, computer 3D graphics provides an excellent sim-
ulation of the human subjects. Therefore, our second experimental design was
dedicated to investigate the feasibility of training the human action recognition
classifiers on synthetic human action data then used real human action data for
testing. Our experiments indicate that the classifiers that trained on synthetic
data were able to recognize real human actions.
6.2 Future Work
In this thesis, we addressed two issues related to human action recognition. First,
we proposed new features to characterize the human actions defined in Section 4.3.
Second, we generate large synthetic dataset to provide comprehensive training for
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human action classifier.
Future work can encompasses checking whether the proposed features are the
best features to describe other actions. Furthermore, it is interesting to explore
the existence of a common set of features that can be useful to recognize in-place
human actions in general, not only the ones used in this study.
On the other hand, the process of generating synthetic data can be extended
into different directions. For instance, one can create a real time pipeline that
captures the action of a real subject and produces different variations out of it
synthetically (i.e., different body builds or different viewing angles). Furthermore,
in the current implementation we applied manual methods of segmentation, since
real time segmentation is beyond the scope of this study. It is desirable to merge
real time segmentation with the learning process.
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APPENDIX A
GENERATE AND
PREPROCESS REAL HUMAN
ACTION DATA
A.1 Record Human Action Data using Kinect
To record real human action data, you need to have:
• Kinect for windows v2.
• Kinect SDK 2.0.
• C# editor (Visual Studio 2013 for Desktop was used in this tutorial).
The code shown in Listing A.1 is a modification of the project (Color Basics-
WPF) which is bundled with Kinect SDK 2.0 browser. The objective of the
original project is to display a real time color image using Kinect. It was modified
to perform the following tasks:
• Collect depth data using DepthFrame stream.
• Collect joints world positions using BodyFrame stream.
• Subtract the background from depth data using BodyIndexFrame stream.
• Write the depth data and the joints positions to a directory specified by the
user.
This project can record up to 1500 frames of depth and joints positions data (see
line 47 and 58 of Listing A.1). The collection was done in a pattern of keeping one
frame and ignoring the following one (see line 310 of Listing A.1). We justified
that, by saying there are no much information in two consecutive frames and to
save space. Also, The data was collected only if a human appears in the scene (see
line 315 of Listing A.1). The collected 15 joints are (see lines 333 to 427 of Listing
A.1): Head, Neck, SpineMid, ShoulderLeft, ElbowLeft, HandLeft, ShoulderRight,
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ElbowRight, HandRight, HipLeft, KneeLeft, FootLeft, HipRight, KneeRight, and
FootRight. The background subtraction was done by nullifying each pixel in
DepthFrame that does not have a player index in BodyIndexFrame (see line 239
to 246 of Listing A.1).
This project should produce:
• 1500 text files containing the depth data of 1500 frames. If the frame has
no information the file will be filled by zeros.
• A single text file of 1500 lines where each line corresponds to a frame. Each
line has 45 columns which are the world positions (x, y, x) of aforementioned
joints.
Listing A.1: Code to record joints positions and depth frames using Kinect SDK
1 //
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
2 // <copyr ight f i l e =”MainWindow . xaml . cs ” company=”Microso f t”>
3 // Copyright ( c ) Mic roso f t Corporat ion . Al l r i g h t s r e s e rved .
4 // </copyr ight>
5 //−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
6 namespace Mic roso f t . Samples . Kinect . Co lorBas i c s
7 {
8 us ing System ;
9 us ing System . Co l l e c t i o n s . Gener ic ;
10 us ing System . ComponentModel ;
11 us ing System . Diagnos t i c s ;
12 us ing System . G loba l i z a t i on ;
13 us ing System . IO ;
14 us ing System . Windows ;
15 us ing System . Windows . Media ;
16 us ing System . Windows . Media . Imaging ;
17 us ing Microso f t . Kinect ;
18
19 /// <summary>
20 /// I n t e r a c t i o n l o g i c f o r MainWindow
21 /// </summary>
22 pub l i c p a r t i a l c l a s s MainWindow : Window , INoti fyPropertyChanged
23 {
24 /// <summary>
25 /// Active Kinect s enso r
26 /// </summary>
27 pr i va t e KinectSensor k inec tSenso r = nu l l ;
28
29 /// <summary>
30 /// Coordinate mapper to map one type o f po int to another
31 /// </summary>
32 pr i va t e CoordinateMapper coordinateMapper = nu l l ;
33
34 /// <summary>
35 /// Reader f o r c o l o r frames
36 /// </summary>
37 pr i va t e MultiSourceFrameReader multiReader = nu l l ;
38
39 /// <summary>
40 /// Bitmap to d i sp l ay
41 /// </summary>
42 pr i va t e WriteableBitmap colorBitmap = nu l l ;
43
44 /// <summary>
45 /// Maximum frames to record
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46 /// </summary>
47 pr i va t e i n t frameMax = 1500 ;
48
49 /// <summary>
50 /// Holds depth data
51 /// Holds body index data
52 /// Holds j o i n t s coo rd ina t e s rows are frames , columns are coo rd ina t e s
53 /// </summary>
54 ushort [ , ] depthData = nu l l ;
55 ushort [ ] tempDepthData = nu l l ;
56 byte [ , ] bodyIndexData = nu l l ;
57 byte [ ] tempBodyIndexData = nu l l ;
58 pr i va t e double [ , ] coordArray = new double [ 1500 , 4 5 ] ;
59
60 /// <summary>
61 /// Holds depth data
62 /// </summary>
63
64
65 /// <summary>
66 /// counts coming frames
67 /// </summary>
68 pr i va t e i n t frameCounter ;
69 pr i va t e i n t depthDataCounter1 = 0 ;
70 pr i va t e i n t recordCounter = 0 ;
71 pr i va t e i n t timeStep ;
72 pr i va t e i n t coordDataCounter1 = 0 ;
73
74 /// <summary>
75 /// Current s t a tu s t ex t to d i sp l ay
76 /// </summary>
77 pr i va t e s t r i n g statusText = nu l l ;
78
79 /// <summary>
80 /// Array f o r the bod ie s
81 /// </summary>
82 pr i va t e Body [ ] bod ie s = nu l l ;
83
84 /// <summary>
85 /// Desc r ip t i on o f the data conta ined in the depth frame
86 /// Desc r ip t i on o f the data conta ined in the body index frame
87 /// </summary>
88 pr i va t e FrameDescription depthFrameDescription = nu l l ;
89 pr i va t e FrameDescription bodyIndexFrameDescription = nu l l ;
90
91 /// <summary>
92 /// Constant f o r clamping Z va lue s o f camera space po in t s from being
negat ive
93 /// </summary>
94 pr i va t e const f l o a t InferredZPos i t ionClamp = 0.1 f ;
95
96 /// <summary>
97 /// I n i t i a l i z e s a new in s t ance o f the MainWindow c l a s s .
98 /// </summary>
99 pub l i c MainWindow( )
100 {
101 // get the k inec tSenso r ob j e c t
102 t h i s . k inec tSenso r = KinectSensor . GetDefault ( ) ;
103
104 // open the reader f o r the c o l o r frames
105 t h i s . multiReader = th i s . k inec tSenso r . OpenMultiSourceFrameReader (
FrameSourceTypes . Color |
106 FrameSourceTypes . Depth |
FrameSourceTypes . BodyIndex |
107 FrameSourceTypes . Body) ;
108
109 // wire handler f o r frame a r r i v a l
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110 t h i s . multiReader . MultiSourceFrameArrived += th i s .
Reader MultiSourceFrameArrived ;
111
112 // c r ea t e the co lorFrameDescr ipt ion from the ColorFrameSource us ing
Bgra format
113 FrameDescription co lorFrameDescr ipt ion = th i s . k inec tSenso r .
ColorFrameSource . CreateFrameDescr ipt ion ( ColorImageFormat . Bgra ) ;
114 t h i s . depthFrameDescription = th i s . k inec tSenso r . DepthFrameSource .
FrameDescription ;
115 t h i s . bodyIndexFrameDescription = th i s . k inec tSenso r .
BodyIndexFrameSource . FrameDescription ;
116
117 // c r ea t e the bitmap to d i sp l ay
118 t h i s . colorBitmap = new WriteableBitmap ( co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Width ,
co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Height , 96 . 0 , 96 . 0 , PixelFormats . Bgr32 ,
nu l l ) ;
119
120 // s e t IsAvai lableChanged event n o t i f i e r
121 t h i s . k inec tSenso r . IsAvai lableChanged += th i s .
Sensor I sAvai lab leChanged ;
122
123 // open the senso r
124 t h i s . k inec tSenso r . Open ( ) ;
125
126 // s e t the s t a tu s t ex t
127 t h i s . StatusText = th i s . k inec tSenso r . I sAva i l ab l e ? Prope r t i e s .
Resources . RunningStatusText
128 : P rope r t i e s .
Resources .
NoSensorStatusText
;
129
130 // use the window ob j e c t as the view model in t h i s s imple example
131 t h i s . DataContext = th i s ;
132
133 // i n i t i a l i z e the components ( c on t r o l s ) o f the window
134 t h i s . In i t i a l i z eComponent ( ) ;
135
136 // i n i t i a l i z e some ar rays based on the depth frame s i z e
137
138 // Depth frame (512 x424 )
139 i n t depthWidth = th i s . depthFrameDescription . Width ;
140 i n t depthHeight = th i s . depthFrameDescription . Height ;
141
142 // Body index frame (512 x424 )
143 i n t bodyIndexWidth = th i s . bodyIndexFrameDescription . Width ;
144 i n t bodyIndexHeight = th i s . bodyIndexFrameDescription . Height ;
145
146 t h i s . depthData = new ushort [ frameMax , depthWidth ∗ depthHeight ] ;
147 t h i s . tempDepthData = new ushort [ depthWidth ∗ depthHeight ] ;
148
149 t h i s . bodyIndexData = new byte [ frameMax , bodyIndexWidth ∗
bodyIndexHeight ] ;
150 t h i s . tempBodyIndexData = new byte [ bodyIndexWidth ∗ bodyIndexHeight ] ;
151 }
152
153 /// <summary>
154 /// INotifyPropertyChangedPropertyChanged event to a l low window con t r o l s
to bind to changeable data
155 /// </summary>
156 pub l i c event PropertyChangedEventHandler PropertyChanged ;
157
158 /// <summary>
159 /// Gets the bitmap to d i sp l ay
160 /// </summary>
161 pub l i c ImageSource ImageSource
162 {
163 get
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164 {
165 re turn t h i s . colorBitmap ;
166 }
167 }
168
169 /// <summary>
170 /// Gets or s e t s the cur rent s t a tu s t ex t to d i sp l ay
171 /// </summary>
172 pub l i c s t r i n g StatusText
173 {
174 get
175 {
176 re turn t h i s . s tatusText ;
177 }
178
179 s e t
180 {
181 i f ( t h i s . s tatusText != value )
182 {
183 t h i s . s tatusText = value ;
184
185 // no t i f y any bound elements that the text has changed
186 i f ( t h i s . PropertyChanged != nu l l )
187 {
188 t h i s . PropertyChanged ( th i s , new PropertyChangedEventArgs ( ”
StatusText ” ) ) ;
189 }
190 }
191 }
192 }
193
194 /// <summary>
195 /// Execute shutdown task s
196 /// </summary>
197 /// <param name=”sender”>ob j e c t sending the event </param>
198 /// <param name=”e”>event arguments</param>
199 pr i va t e void MainWindow Closing ( ob j e c t sender , CancelEventArgs e )
200 {
201 i f ( t h i s . multiReader != nu l l )
202 {
203 // ColorFrameReder i s ID i sposab l e
204 t h i s . multiReader . Dispose ( ) ;
205 t h i s . multiReader = nu l l ;
206 }
207
208 i f ( t h i s . k inec tSenso r != nu l l )
209 {
210 t h i s . k inec tSenso r . Close ( ) ;
211 t h i s . k inec tSenso r = nu l l ;
212 }
213
214 // i n i t i a l i z e a StreamWriter to wr i t e the j o i n t s p o s i t i o n s o f a l l
frames in to s i n g l e f i l e
215 s t r i n g pathCoord = System . IO . Path . Combine (@”C:/ Users /Mashaan Awad/
Documents/MATLAB/Data Actual /Raw/Punch RawCoord . txt ” ) ;
216 StreamWriter swCoord = new StreamWriter ( pathCoord ) ;
217 // search the depth data and add i t to the f i l e
218 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t h i s . coordArray . GetLength (0 ) ; i++)
219 {
220 f o r ( i n t j = 0 ; j < t h i s . coordArray . GetLength (1 ) ; j++)
221 {
222 swCoord . Write ( coordArray [ i , j ] + ” ” ) ;
223 }
224 swCoord . Write ( ”\n” ) ;
225 }
226 // d i spo s e o f sw
227 swCoord . Close ( ) ;
228
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229 i n t MaxDepthValue = in t . MaxValue ;
230 whi le ( t h i s . depthDataCounter1 < depthData . GetLength (0 ) )
231 {
232 // i n i t i a l i z e a StreamWriter to wr i t e the depth va lue s f o r each
frame in to a separa te f i l e
233 s t r i n g pathDepth = System . IO . Path . Combine (@”C:/ Users /Mashaan Awad
/Documents/MATLAB/Data Actual /Raw/Punch RawDepth” +
depthDataCounter1 + ” . txt ” ) ;
234 StreamWriter swDepth = new StreamWriter ( pathDepth ) ;
235
236 // search the depth data and add i t to the f i l e
237 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t h i s . depthData . GetLength (1 ) ; i++)
238 {
239 i f ( t h i s . bodyIndexData [ t h i s . depthDataCounter1 , i ] != 0 x f f )
240 {
241 swDepth . WriteLine ( t h i s . depthData [ t h i s . depthDataCounter1 ,
i ] + ”\n” ) ; //\n f o r a new l i n e
242 }
243 e l s e
244 {
245 swDepth . WriteLine (MaxDepthValue + ”\n” ) ; //\n f o r a new
l i n e
246 }
247 }
248
249 // d i spo s e o f sw
250 swDepth . Close ( ) ;
251 t h i s . depthDataCounter1++;
252 }
253 }
254
255 /// <summary>
256 /// Handles the c o l o r frame data a r r i v i n g from the senso r
257 /// </summary>
258 /// <param name=”sender”>ob j e c t sending the event </param>
259 /// <param name=”e”>event arguments</param>
260 pr i va t e void Reader MultiSourceFrameArrived ( ob j e c t sender ,
MultiSourceFrameArrivedEventArgs e )
261 {
262 bool dataReceived = f a l s e ;
263 // bool depthFrameProcessed = f a l s e ;
264 var r e f e r e n c e = e . FrameReference . AcquireFrame ( ) ;
265 // ColorFrame i s ID i sposab l e
266
267 var colorFrame = r e f e r e n c e . ColorFrameReference . AcquireFrame ( ) ;
268 var depthFrame = r e f e r e n c e . DepthFrameReference . AcquireFrame ( ) ;
269 var bodyIndexFrame = r e f e r e n c e . BodyIndexFrameReference . AcquireFrame ( )
;
270 var bodyFrame = r e f e r e n c e . BodyFrameReference . AcquireFrame ( ) ;
271
272 // us ing ( ColorFrame colorFrame = r e f e r e n c e . ColorFrameReference .
AcquireFrame ( ) )
273 // us ing (DepthFrame depthFrame = r e f e r e n c e . DepthFrameReference .
AcquireFrame ( ) )
274 // us ing (BodyIndexFrame bodyIndexFrame = r e f e r e n c e .
BodyIndexFrameReference . AcquireFrame ( ) )
275 // us ing (BodyFrame bodyFrame = r e f e r e n c e . BodyFrameReference .
AcquireFrame ( ) )
276 //{
277 i f ( colorFrame != nu l l && depthFrame != nu l l && bodyFrame != nu l l &&
bodyIndexFrame != nu l l )
278 {
279 FrameDescription co lorFrameDescr ipt ion = colorFrame .
FrameDescription ;
280 us ing ( KinectBuf f e r c o l o rBu f f e r = colorFrame . LockRawImageBuffer ( )
)
281 {
282 t h i s . colorBitmap . Lock ( ) ;
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283 // v e r i f y data and wr i t e the new co l o r frame data to the
d i sp l ay bitmap
284 i f ( ( co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Width == th i s . colorBitmap .
PixelWidth ) && ( co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Height == th i s .
colorBitmap . Pixe lHe ight ) )
285 {
286 colorFrame . CopyConvertedFrameDataToIntPtr (
287 t h i s . colorBitmap . BackBuffer ,
288 ( u int ) ( co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Width ∗
co lorFrameDescr ipt ion . Height ∗ 4) ,
289 ColorImageFormat . Bgra ) ;
290 t h i s . colorBitmap . AddDirtyRect ( new Int32Rect (0 , 0 , t h i s .
colorBitmap . PixelWidth , t h i s . colorBitmap . Pixe lHe ight )
) ;
291 }
292 t h i s . colorBitmap . Unlock ( ) ;
293 }
294
295 i f ( bodyFrame != nu l l )
296 {
297
298 i f ( t h i s . bod ie s == nu l l )
299 {
300 t h i s . bod ie s = new Body [ bodyFrame . BodyCount ] ;
301 }
302
303 // The f i r s t time GetAndRefreshBodyData i s c a l l ed , Kinect
w i l l a l l o c a t e each Body in the array .
304 // As long as those body ob j e c t s are not d i sposed and not s e t
to nu l l in the array ,
305 // those body ob j e c t s w i l l be re−used .
306 bodyFrame . GetAndRefreshBodyData ( t h i s . bod ie s ) ;
307 dataReceived = true ;
308 }
309
310 i f ( dataReceived == true && frameCounter % 2 == 0 &&
recordCounter < t h i s . depthData . GetLength (0 ) )
311 {
312 Body body = th i s . bod ie s [ 0 ] ;
313 Console . WriteLine ( ” frameCounter = ” + frameCounter ) ;
314 // i f ( frameCounter % 5 == 0 && recordCounter < t h i s . depthData
. GetLength (0 ) )
315 i f ( body . IsTracked )
316 {
317 Console . WriteLine ( ”copy body j o i n t s data” ) ;
318 IReadOnlyDictionary<JointType , Joint> j o i n t s = body .
Jo in t s ;
319 f o r each ( JointType jo intType in j o i n t s . Keys )
320 {
321 // sometimes the depth (Z) o f an i n f e r r e d j o i n t may
show as negat ive
322 // clamp down to 0 .1 f to prevent coordinatemapper
from re tu rn ing (− I n f i n i t y , − I n f i n i t y )
323 CameraSpacePoint p o s i t i o n = j o i n t s [ jo intType ] .
Po s i t i on ;
324 i f ( p o s i t i o n . Z < 0)
325 {
326 po s i t i o n . Z = InferredZPos i t ionClamp ;
327 }
328 // i f ( frameCounter % 10 == 0 && coordDataCounter1 <
t h i s . coordArray . GetLength (0 ) )
329 //{
330 // coordRecorded = true ;
331 // Console . WriteLine (” copy po s i t i o n s data ”) ;
332 i n t coordPos = 0 ;
333 switch ( jo intType )
334 {
335 case JointType . Head :
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336 coordPos = 0 ;
337 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
338 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
339 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
340 break ;
341 case JointType . Neck :
342 coordPos = 3 ;
343 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
344 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
345 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
346 break ;
347 case JointType . SpineMid :
348 coordPos = 6 ;
349 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
350 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
351 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
352 break ;
353 case JointType . Shou lderLe f t :
354 coordPos = 9 ;
355 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
356 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
357 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
358 break ;
359 case JointType . ElbowLeft :
360 coordPos = 12 ;
361 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
362 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
363 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
364 break ;
365 case JointType . HandLeft :
366 coordPos = 15 ;
367 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
368 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
369 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
370 break ;
371 case JointType . ShoulderRight :
372 coordPos = 18 ;
373 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
374 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
375 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
376 break ;
377 case JointType . ElbowRight :
378 coordPos = 21 ;
379 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
380 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
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381 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
382 break ;
383 case JointType . HandRight :
384 coordPos = 24 ;
385 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
386 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
387 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
388 break ;
389 case JointType . HipLeft :
390 coordPos = 27 ;
391 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
392 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
393 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
394 break ;
395 case JointType . KneeLeft :
396 coordPos = 30 ;
397 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
398 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
399 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
400 break ;
401 case JointType . FootLeft :
402 coordPos = 33 ;
403 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
404 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
405 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
406 break ;
407 case JointType . HipRight :
408 coordPos = 36 ;
409 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
410 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
411 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
412 break ;
413 case JointType . KneeRight :
414 coordPos = 39 ;
415 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
416 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
417 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
418 break ;
419 case JointType . FootRight :
420 coordPos = 42 ;
421 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos ] =
po s i t i o n .X;
422 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 1 ] =
po s i t i o n .Y;
423 coordArray [ recordCounter , coordPos + 2 ] =
po s i t i o n . Z ;
424 break ;
425 de f au l t :
426 break ;
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427 }
428 //}
429
430 //DepthSpacePoint depthSpacePoint = th i s .
coordinateMapper . MapCameraPointToDepthSpace (
p o s i t i o n ) ;
431 }
432
433 Console . WriteLine ( ”copy depth data” ) ;
434 depthFrame . CopyFrameDataToArray ( tempDepthData ) ;
435 // search the depth data and add i t to the f i l e
436 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t h i s . tempDepthData . Length ; i++)
437 {
438 t h i s . depthData [ recordCounter , i ] = t h i s . tempDepthData
[ i ] ;
439 }
440
441 Console . WriteLine ( ”copy body index data” ) ;
442 bodyIndexFrame . CopyFrameDataToArray ( tempBodyIndexData ) ;
443 // search the depth data and add i t to the f i l e
444 f o r ( i n t i = 0 ; i < t h i s . tempBodyIndexData . Length ; i++)
445 {
446 t h i s . bodyIndexData [ recordCounter , i ] = t h i s .
tempBodyIndexData [ i ] ;
447 }
448 recordCounter++;
449 }
450 }
451 frameCounter++;
452 colorFrame . Dispose ( ) ;
453 depthFrame . Dispose ( ) ;
454 bodyIndexFrame . Dispose ( ) ;
455 bodyFrame . Dispose ( ) ;
456 }
457 //}
458 }
459
460
461 /// <summary>
462 /// Handles the event which the senso r becomes unava i l ab l e (E. g . paused ,
c losed , unplugged ) .
463 /// </summary>
464 /// <param name=”sender”>ob j e c t sending the event </param>
465 /// <param name=”e”>event arguments</param>
466 pr i va t e void Sensor I sAvai lab leChanged ( ob j e c t sender ,
IsAvai lableChangedEventArgs e )
467 {
468 // on f a i l u r e , s e t the s t a tu s t ex t
469 t h i s . StatusText = th i s . k inec tSenso r . I sAva i l ab l e
470 ? Prope r t i e s . Resources . RunningStatusText
471 : P rope r t i e s . Resources . SensorNotAvai lab leStatusText ;
472 }
473 }
474 }
A.2 Draw Depth Images using Recorded Depth
Data
The depth data generated by the previous section are raw numbers that indicate
the distance to the surface reserved by a particular pixel. Therefore, visualizing
these depth numbers is mandatory to perform some tasks (e.g. segmentation).
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Figure A.1: Grayscale Depth Image with Subtracted Background
The script shown in Listing A.2 reads the text files that contain depth information
and generate the corresponding grayscale images (see Figure A.1).
Listing A.2: Matlab script to Draw Depth Images from Depth Data Recorded by
Kinect
1 % th i s s c r i p t reads t ext f i l e s generated by k ine c t
2 % then draws a g r ay s c a l e images out o f them
3
4
5 f i l e s = d i r ( ’ ∗ . tx t ’ ) ;
6 f o r Fi leCounter =1: l ength ( f i l e s )
7 x = load ( f i l e s ( Fi leCounter ) . name) ;
8 y=reshape (x , 512 ,424 )
9 f o r i =1: s i z e (y , 1 )
10 f o r j =1: s i z e (y , 2 )
11 i f y ( i , j )<500 && y( i , j ) >4500
12 y ( i , j ) = 0 ;
13 e l s e
14 y ( i , j ) = round (y ( i , j ) /(8000 / 256) ) ;
15 end
16 end
17 end
18 % imshow(y , [ 0 255 ] ) ;
19 I = mat2gray (y , [ 0 255 ] ) ;
20 I = imrotate ( I , 2 70 ) ;
21 % imwrite ( I , [ num2str ( Fi leCounter ) ’ . png ’ ] )
22 imwrite ( I , [ s t r r e p ( f i l e s ( Fi leCounter ) . name , ’ . txt ’ , ’ ’ ) ’ . png ’ ] )
23 end
A.3 Segment and Preprocess Joints Positions
Based on Depth Images Observations
After generating the grayscale depth images, we go over them to determine the
start and end frames of each action. Afterwards, we segmented the world positions
into text files where each file contain a set of frames that represent a particular
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action. Moreover, we preprocess the segmented actions, the preprocessing con-
tains:
• Translate: find the centroid of all coordinates then subtract it from all
coordinates to move the player into the middle of the scene (see line 31 to
65 of Listing A.3).
• Normalize: all the coordinates divided by the distance between the neck
and the spinemid (see line 67 to 71 of Listing A.3).
• Rotate: this step was performed only on the real data recorded by the
Kinect because the Kinect behaves as a mirror to provide a convenient usage.
Therefore, we have to rotate the player over the Y axis (see line 73 to 79 of
Listing A.3).
Listing A.3: Matlab script to Segment and Preprocess Joints Positions Recorded
by Kinect
1 % th i s s c r i p t reads raw coo rd ina t e s populated by k ine c t
2 % and segment them in to samples based on index array
3 % the index array i s f i l l e d a f t e r l ook ing at depth images
4 % a l s o t h i s s c r i p t p r ep roce s s the samples by per forming t r an s l a t i on ,
5 % normal i zat ion , and r o t a t i on
6
7 SubjectID = 1 ;
8 ac t i on = ’ St re t ch ’ ;
9 RawCoord = load ( [ a c t i on ’ RawCoord . txt ’ ] ) ;
10 NumOfJoints = 15 ;
11 NumOfDimension = 3 ;
12 NumOfFeatures = NumOfJoints ∗NumOfDimension ;
13 StartIndexCoord = [65 195 320 425 540 655 760 865
975 1085 ] ;
14 StartIndexCoord = StartIndexCoord+1;
15 EndIndexCoord = [140 265 380 495 595 715 820 935
1040 1145 ] ;
16 EndIndexCoord = EndIndexCoord+1;
17 NameCounter = 1 ;
18
19 f o r IndexCounter=1: l ength ( StartIndexCoord )
20 CurrentInstance = RawCoord( StartIndexCoord ( IndexCounter ) : EndIndexCoord (
IndexCounter ) , : ) ;
21
22 NumOfFrames = s i z e ( CurrentInstance , 1 ) ;
23 x = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
24 y = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
25 z = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
26 xMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
27 yMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
28 zMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
29 coo rd ina t e s1 = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , NumOfFeatures ) ;
30
31 colCounter =1;
32 f o r k=1:3:43
33 x ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
34 colCounter=colCounter +1;
35 end
36 colCounter =1;
37 f o r k=2:3:44
38 y ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
39 colCounter=colCounter +1;
40 end
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41 colCounter =1;
42 f o r k=3:3:45
43 z ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
44 colCounter=colCounter +1;
45 end
46 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
47 xMean(k , 1 ) =(sum(x (k , : ) ) /15) ;
48 end
49 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
50 yMean(k , 1 ) =(sum(y (k , : ) ) /15) ;
51 end
52 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
53 zMean(k , 1 ) =(sum( z (k , : ) ) /15) ;
54 end
55
56 coo rd ina t e s1 = CurrentInstance ;
57 f o r k=1:3:43
58 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−xMean ;
59 end
60 f o r k=2:3:44
61 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−yMean ;
62 end
63 f o r k=3:3:45
64 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−zMean ;
65 end
66
67 xDi f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 4 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 7 ) ) ˆ2 ;
68 yDi f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 5 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 8 ) ) ˆ2 ;
69 zD i f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 6 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 9 ) ) ˆ2 ;
70 d i s t = sq r t ( xD i f f+yDi f f+zD i f f ) ;
71 coo rd ina t e s1 = coord ina t e s1 / d i s t ;
72
73 f o r RotateCounter =1:3 : s i z e ( coord inates1 , 2 )
74 angleY = 110 ;
75 Ry = [ cos ( angleY ) 0 s i n ( angleY ) ; 0 1 0 ; −s i n ( angleY ) 0 cos ( angleY ) ] ; %
ro t a t i on matrix f o r y−ax i s
76 RotateCoord = coord ina t e s1 ( : , RotateCounter : RotateCounter+2) ’ ;
77 RotateCoord = Ry∗RotateCoord ;
78 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , RotateCounter : RotateCounter+2) = RotateCoord ’ ;
79 end
80
81 dlmwrite ( [ ’ Subject ’ num2str ( SubjectID ) ’ ’ a c t i on ’ PreprocessSample ’ num2str
(NameCounter ) ’ . txt ’ ] , coord inates1 , ’ d e l im i t e r ’ , ’ \ t ’ )
82 NameCounter = NameCounter+1;
83 end
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APPENDIX B
GENERATE AND
PREPROCESS SYNTHETIC
HUMAN ACTION DATA
B.1 Create Human Characters
Creating a human character from scratch is an intensive task that required huge
effort. Fortunately, there are tools to generate basic human characters such as
AutoDesk Character Generator which we used in this tutorial. Go to the link
below then sign in with your AutoDesk ID.:
https://charactergenerator.autodesk.com/
Click new at the top left corner as shown in Figure B.1.
Figure B.2 shows the basic models provided by the tool, choose your basic model
then click customize.
Now, you can edit your character, a pre-made designs appears in the right handside
you can use them or you can customize them by changing the values. After editing
click finish (see Figure B.3).
Name your character as shown in Figure B.4.
The character will appear in your home screen and you need to export it by
clicking the arrow as illustrated in Figure B.5.
Specify the exporting options such as the resolution and character height. Note
that some options (e.g. face expressions) need a premium account to be selected.
Also, it’s recommended to export the character as .fbx file (see Figure B.6).
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Figure B.1: New Character in AutoDesk Character Generator
Figure B.2: Basic Models in AutoDesk Character Generator
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Figure B.3: Editing a Model in AutoDesk Character Generator
Figure B.4: Finalizing a Model in AutoDesk Character Generator
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Figure B.5: Customized Models in AutoDesk Character Generator
Figure B.6: Exporting Models in AutoDesk Character Generator
B.2 Apply Maya HumanIK to a Human Char-
acter
The human character generated in the previous subsection is rigged (i.e., the mesh
is skinned to a joints for deformation). However, this skeleton should be processed
by Maya HumanIK to provide a natural human deformation after applying the
Motion Capture (MoCap) files. Open a new Maya scene the choose New>Import
to import the character generated in the previous subsection. As illustrated in
Figure B.7, open the outliner and expand the group that contains your character
components.
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Figure B.7: Importing the generated model to Maya
Select Skeleton>HumanIK, from the HumanIK window then select De-
fine>Skeleton, an unassigned skeleton will show up. Our task is to assign the
bones shown in the HumanIK skeleton to their corresponding bones in our im-
ported character. Apply the steps illustrated in Figure B.8 to assign bones to
HumanIK, enabling mirror mode can be helpful to save time. Mirror mode auto-
matically assigns the bone on the opposite side (e.g. left arm and right arm).
Once you assign all bones successfully the HumanIK skeleton turns to a green
color indicating a successful assignment (as shown in Figure B.9). To save time
and effort of assigning the character each time you import it, save the assigned
character as maya binary file (.mb) so you can import a HumanIK ready version
of your character. Go to File>Save as, to save your character as .mb file.
B.3 Apply Maya HumanIK to a Motion Capture
File
Motion Capture files (or simply MoCaps) are the files that contain motion
information for models in computer graphics software. There are numerous
extensions of MoCaps, however the extension we implemented in this tutorial
is (.fbx). One can download free MoCaps from NUS (National University of
Singapore) Motion Capture Database by visiting the link below:
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Figure B.8: Assign the imported skeleton to a HumanIK skeleton
Figure B.9: Successful Assignment of a HumanIK skeleton
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Figure B.10: Assign the imported MoCap to a HumanIK skeleton
http://animation.comp.nus.edu.sg/nusmocap.html
The MoCaps also should be assigned to Maya HumanIK to provide a nat-
ural deformation for the human characters. Apply the steps shown in Figure
B.10 to assign MoCap bones to HumanIK bones.
A successful assignment converts the HumanIK skeleton into green as shown
in Figure B.11. To save time and effort of assigning the MoCap each time you
import it, save the assigned MoCap as maya binary file (.mb) so you can import
a HumanIK ready version of your MoCap. Go to File>Save as, to save your
character as .mb file.
B.4 Apply Motion Capture File to a Human
Character
The outcomes of the previous two subsection are:
• .mb file contains a human character assigned to a HumanIK skeleton.
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Figure B.11: Successful Assignment of a HumanIK skeleton
• .mb file contains a MoCap assigned to a HumanIK skeleton.
In this subsection, we aim to apply the motion of the MoCap to the human
model such that it deforms naturally. Now, you need to import aforementioned
.mb files to an empty Maya scene.
WARNING: The joints names of the human character must be different
than the ones exist in MoCap, otherwise it might produce undesirable results. In
most cases, Maya takes care of that using namespace property but this is not
always the case.
After importing both .mb files, open the HumanIK window and choose
your human model from the character drop down menu. Then, choose the
MoCap file from the source drop down menu.
B.5 Install Multiple Cameras in a Maya Scene
To capture a human action from different perspectives in a Maya scene, we need to
use camera objects. Nevertheless, creating multiple cameras manually can be an
intensive task. Therefore, we provide a python script (see Listing B.1) that installs
27 cameras according to the spherical coordinates around the human character
spine. The cameras positions are provided in Table B.1. The generated cameras
should appear as shown in Figure B.13.
Listing B.1: Python script to generate 27 cameras with respect to a human spine
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Figure B.12: Apply MoCap to a Human Model
Table B.1: Cameras Positions
1 import math
2 import maya . mel
3 import maya . cmds as cmds
4 # save the sp ine coo rd ina t e s o f the human model
5 SpineCoord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws Spine1 ; ” ) ;
6 r = SpineCoord [2 ]+300 ;
7 Theta = math . rad ians (0 ) ;
8
9 Matrix1 = [ [ 0 f o r x in range (3 ) ] f o r x in range (9 ) ] ;
10
11 Matrix1 [ 0 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (0 ) ) ; Matrix1 [ 0 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math .
s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (0 ) ) ; Matrix1 [ 0 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians
(0 ) ) ;
12 Matrix1 [ 1 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (10) ) ; Matrix1 [ 1 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math .
s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (10) ) ; Matrix1 [ 1 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians
(10) ) ;
13 Matrix1 [ 2 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (20) ) ; Matrix1 [ 2 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math .
s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (20) ) ; Matrix1 [ 2 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians
(20) ) ;
14 Matrix1 [ 3 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (30) ) ; Matrix1 [ 3 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math .
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Figure B.13: Setup of generated cameras
s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (30) ) ; Matrix1 [ 3 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians
(30) ) ;
15 Matrix1 [ 4 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (40) ) ; Matrix1 [ 4 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math .
s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (40) ) ; Matrix1 [ 4 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians
(40) ) ;
16 Matrix1 [ 5 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−10) ) ; Matrix1 [ 5 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math
. s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−10) ) ; Matrix1 [ 5 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math .
rad ians (−10) ) ;
17 Matrix1 [ 6 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−20) ) ; Matrix1 [ 6 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math
. s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−20) ) ; Matrix1 [ 6 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math .
rad ians (−20) ) ;
18 Matrix1 [ 7 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−30) ) ; Matrix1 [ 7 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math
. s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−30) ) ; Matrix1 [ 7 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math .
rad ians (−30) ) ;
19 Matrix1 [ 8 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−40) ) ; Matrix1 [ 8 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math
. s i n ( Theta ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (−40) ) ; Matrix1 [ 8 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math .
rad ians (−40) ) ;
20
21
22
23 j = 0 ;
24 f o r i in range (1 , 10) :
25 cmds . camera ( ) ;
26 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . s c a l e ” −type ”double3 ” 20 20 20 ;
’ ) ;
27 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . t r a n s l a t e ” −type ”double3 ” ’+s t r (
Matrix1 [ j ] [ 0 ]+ SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 1 ]+ SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+ ’ ’
+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 2 ]+ SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ; ’ ) ;
28 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . r ende rab l e ” 1 ; ’ ) ;
29 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . depth” 1 ; ’ ) ;
30 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ v iewPlace −l a ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+
’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ ” ; ’ ) ;
31 j += 1 ;
32
33 Phi = 30 ;
34
35 Matrix1 = [ [ 0 f o r x in range (3 ) ] f o r x in range (9 ) ] ;
36
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37 Matrix1 [ 0 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (90) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 0 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (90) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 0 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
38 Matrix1 [ 1 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (70) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 1 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (70) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 1 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
39 Matrix1 [ 2 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (50) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 2 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (50) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 2 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
40 Matrix1 [ 3 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (30) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 3 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (30) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 3 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
41 Matrix1 [ 4 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (10) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 4 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (10) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 4 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
42 Matrix1 [ 5 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (110) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 5 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (110) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 5 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
43 Matrix1 [ 6 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (130) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 6 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (130) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 6 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
44 Matrix1 [ 7 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (150) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 7 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (150) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 7 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
45 Matrix1 [ 8 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (170) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 8 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (170) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 8 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
46
47
48
49 j = 0 ;
50 f o r i in range (10 , 19) :
51 cmds . camera ( ) ;
52 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . s c a l e ” −type ”double3 ” 20 20 20 ;
’ ) ;
53 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . t r a n s l a t e ” −type ”double3 ” ’+s t r (
Matrix1 [ j ] [ 0 ]+ SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 1 ]+ SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+ ’ ’
+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 2 ]+ SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ; ’ ) ;
54 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . r ende rab l e ” 1 ; ’ ) ;
55 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . depth” 1 ; ’ ) ;
56 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ v iewPlace −l a ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+
’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ ” ; ’ ) ;
57 j += 1 ;
58
59
60
61 Phi = −30;
62
63 Matrix1 = [ [ 0 f o r x in range (3 ) ] f o r x in range (9 ) ] ;
64
65 Matrix1 [ 0 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (90) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 0 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (90) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 0 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
66 Matrix1 [ 1 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (70) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 1 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (70) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 1 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
67 Matrix1 [ 2 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (50) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 2 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (50) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 2 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
68 Matrix1 [ 3 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (30) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 3 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (30) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 3 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
69 Matrix1 [ 4 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (10) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 4 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (10) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 4 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
70 Matrix1 [ 5 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (110) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 5 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (110) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 5 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
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71 Matrix1 [ 6 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (130) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 6 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (130) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 6 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
72 Matrix1 [ 7 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (150) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 7 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (150) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 7 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
73 Matrix1 [ 8 ] [ 0 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians (170) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 8 ] [ 1 ]= r ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians (170) ) ∗math . s i n (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ; Matrix1
[ 8 ] [ 2 ]= r ∗math . cos (math . rad ians ( Phi ) ) ;
74
75
76
77 j = 0 ;
78 f o r i in range (19 , 28) :
79 cmds . camera ( ) ;
80 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . s c a l e ” −type ”double3 ” 20 20 20 ;
’ ) ;
81 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . t r a n s l a t e ” −type ”double3 ” ’+s t r (
Matrix1 [ j ] [ 0 ]+ SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 1 ]+ SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+ ’ ’
+s t r ( Matrix1 [ j ] [ 2 ]+ SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ; ’ ) ;
82 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . r ende rab l e ” 1 ; ’ ) ;
83 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ s e tAt t r ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ . depth” 1 ; ’ ) ;
84 maya . mel . eva l ( ’ v iewPlace −l a ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 0 ] )+ ’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 1 ] )+
’ ’+s t r ( SpineCoord [ 2 ] )+ ’ ”cameraShape ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ ” ; ’ ) ;
85 j += 1 ;
B.6 Export Human Joints Positions During Ac-
tion
After cameras installations we need to capture the joints positions during the
movement of the human character. The python script provided in Listing B.2
generates two text files: one for the human joints world positions and the other
one for the cameras world positions. Then we use Matlab to generate the samples
related to each cameras. The python script (see Listing B.2) pulls out the po-
sitions of 15 joints: Head, Neck, SpineMid, ShoulderLeft, ElbowLeft, HandLeft,
ShoulderRight, ElbowRight, HandRight, HipLeft, KneeLeft, FootLeft, HipRight,
KneeRight, and FootRight.
Listing B.2: Python script to pull out the positions of the joints and cameras
1 import maya . mel
2 import maya . cmds as cmds
3
4 #FileName = maya . mel . eva l (” f i l e −q −sn −shn ; ” ) ;
5 #FileName = FileName . r ep l a c e ( ” .mb” , ””) ;
6
7 Character = ”Brooke” ;
8 Action = ” Stre t ch ” ;
9 FileName = Character + ” ” + Action ;
10
11 f o r i in range (1 , 28) :
12 with open ( ”C:/ Users /Mashaan Awad/Documents/maya/ p r o j e c t s / d e f au l t / s c r i p t s /
”+FileName+” Cameras . txt ” , ”a” ) as f :
13 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ’ xform −q −t −ws camera ’+s t r ( i )+ ’ ; ’ )
14 f o r coordCounter in coord :
15 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
16 f . wr i t e ( ”\ r \n” )
17
18 i f Action == ”Balance ” :
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19 startFrame = 1
20 endFrame = 41
21 e l i f Action == ”Jump” :
22 startFrame=80
23 endFrame=120
24 e l i f Action == ”Kick” :
25 startFrame=1
26 endFrame=41
27 e l i f Action == ”Pickup” :
28 startFrame=1
29 endFrame=65
30 e l i f Action == ”Punch” :
31 startFrame=1
32 endFrame=30
33 e l i f Action == ” Stre t ch ” :
34 startFrame=140
35 endFrame=240
36
37 mel . eva l ( ’ currentTime %s ; ’%(startFrame ) )
38 whi le ( startFrame <= endFrame ) :
39 with open ( ”C:/ Users /Mashaan Awad/Documents/maya/ p r o j e c t s / d e f au l t / s c r i p t s /
”+FileName+” . txt ” , ”a” ) as f :
40 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws Head ; ” )
41 f o r coordCounter in coord :
42 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
43 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws Neck ; ” )
44 f o r coordCounter in coord :
45 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
46 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws Spine1 ; ” )#Torso
47 f o r coordCounter in coord :
48 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
49 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftArm ; ” )#Le f t Shoulder
50 f o r coordCounter in coord :
51 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
52 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftForeArm ; ” )#l e f t elbow
53 f o r coordCounter in coord :
54 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
55 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftHand ; ” )#l e f t wr i s t
56 f o r coordCounter in coord :
57 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
58 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightArm ; ” )#r i gh t
Shoulder
59 f o r coordCounter in coord :
60 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
61 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightForeArm ; ” )#r i gh t
elbow
62 f o r coordCounter in coord :
63 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
64 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightHand ; ” )#r i gh t wr i s t
65 f o r coordCounter in coord :
66 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
67 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftUpLeg ; ” )#l e f t hip
68 f o r coordCounter in coord :
69 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
70 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftLeg ; ” )#l e f t knee
71 f o r coordCounter in coord :
72 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
73 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws LeftFoot ; ” )#l e f t f o o t
74 f o r coordCounter in coord :
75 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
76 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightUpLeg ; ” )#r i gh t hip
77 f o r coordCounter in coord :
78 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
79 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightLeg ; ” )#r i gh t knee
80 f o r coordCounter in coord :
81 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
82 coord = maya . mel . eva l ( ”xform −q −t −ws RightFoot ; ” )#r i gh t f oo t
83 f o r coordCounter in coord :
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84 f . wr i t e ( ”%s ” % coordCounter )
85 f . wr i t e ( ”\ r \n” )
86 startFrame += 1
87 mel . eva l ( ’ currentTime %s ; ’%(startFrame ) )
B.7 Segment and Preprocess Joints Positions
Exported by Maya
After exporting the world positions of joints and cameras, we subtract each camera
position from all joints positions in order to place that camera at the origin.
Afterwards, we preprocess the generated samples, the preprocessing contains:
• Translate: find the centroid of all coordinates then subtract it from all
coordinates to move the player into the middle of the scene (see line 30 to
73 of Listing B.3).
• Normalize: all the coordinates divided by the distance between the neck
and the spinemid (see line 75 to 79 of Listing B.3).
Listing B.3: Matlab script to Segment and Preprocess Joints Positions Exported
by Maya
1 % th i s s c r i p t reads the world p o s i t i o n s o f body j o i n t s
2 % and camera l o c a t i o n s exported by Maya , the subt rac t eache camera l o c a t i o n
3 % from the body j o i n t s p o s i t i o n s in order to put the camera as g l oba l
4 % or i g i n . Also , t h i s s c r i p t p r ep roce s s the samples by per forming
5 % t r an s l a t i o n and norma l i za t i on
6
7 f i l e s = d i r ( ’ ∗ . tx t ’ ) ;
8 NumOfJoints = 15 ;
9 NumOfDimension = 3 ;
10 NumOfFeatures = NumOfJoints ∗NumOfDimension ;
11
12 f o r k=1:2 : l ength ( f i l e s )
13 WorldCoord = load ( f i l e s ( k ) . name) ;
14 WorldCoord = WorldCoord /100 ;
15 Cameras = load ( f i l e s ( k+1) . name) ;
16 Cameras = Cameras /100 ;
17 FileName = f i l e s ( k ) . name ;
18 FileName = s t r r e p ( FileName , ’ . txt ’ , ’ ’ ) ;
19
20 f o r j =1: s i z e (Cameras , 1 )
21 CurrentCamera = Cameras ( j , : ) ;
22 CurrentInstance = WorldCoord ;
23 f o r i =1:3 : s i z e ( CurrentInstance , 2 )
24 %disp ( i ) ;
25 CurrentInstance ( : , i ) = CurrentInstance ( : , i ) − CurrentCamera (1 ) ;
26 CurrentInstance ( : , i +1) = CurrentInstance ( : , i +1) − CurrentCamera (2 ) ;
27 CurrentInstance ( : , i +2) = CurrentInstance ( : , i +2) − CurrentCamera (3 ) ;
28 end
29
30 NumOfFrames = s i z e ( CurrentInstance , 1 ) ;
31 x = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
32 y = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
33 z = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , ( NumOfFeatures /3) ) ;
34 xMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
35 yMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
36 zMean = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , 1 ) ;
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37 coo rd ina t e s1 = ze ro s (NumOfFrames , NumOfFeatures ) ;
38
39 colCounter =1;
40 f o r k=1:3:43
41 x ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
42 colCounter=colCounter +1;
43 end
44 colCounter =1;
45 f o r k=2:3:44
46 y ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
47 colCounter=colCounter +1;
48 end
49 colCounter =1;
50 f o r k=3:3:45
51 z ( : , co lCounter )=CurrentInstance ( : , k ) ;
52 colCounter=colCounter +1;
53 end
54 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
55 xMean(k , 1 ) =(sum(x (k , : ) ) /15) ;
56 end
57 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
58 yMean(k , 1 ) =(sum(y (k , : ) ) /15) ;
59 end
60 f o r k=1:NumOfFrames
61 zMean(k , 1 ) =(sum( z (k , : ) ) /15) ;
62 end
63
64 coo rd ina t e s1 = CurrentInstance ;
65 f o r k=1:3:43
66 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−xMean ;
67 end
68 f o r k=2:3:44
69 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−yMean ;
70 end
71 f o r k=3:3:45
72 coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) = coord ina t e s1 ( : , k )−zMean ;
73 end
74
75 xDi f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 4 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 7 ) ) ˆ2 ;
76 yDi f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 5 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 8 ) ) ˆ2 ;
77 zD i f f = ( CurrentInstance (1 , 6 )−CurrentInstance (1 , 9 ) ) ˆ2 ;
78 d i s t = sq r t ( xD i f f+yDi f f+zD i f f ) ;
79 coo rd ina t e s1 = coord ina t e s1 / d i s t ;
80
81 dlmwrite ( [ FileName ’ Camera ’ num2str ( j ) ’ . txt ’ ] , coord inates1 , ’ d e l im i t e r ’ ,
’ \ t ’ )
82 end
83 end
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APPENDIX C
FEATURES EXTRACTION
AND CLASSIFICATION
C.1 Features Extraction
We introduced a Matlab script (see Listing C.1) that reads the preprocessed
samples produced in the previous sections, and extract features from them. The
script produces 15 csv files where each file contains different features combinations
alongside their labels. Table C.1 explains the extracted features.
WARNING: Matlab script shown in Listing C.1 should be executed on
training and testing samples independently. Running this script on both training
and testing samples will merge them into a single csv file which is not desirable
in some cases.
Table C.1: Extracted Features
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Listing C.1: Matlab script to Extract Features from Preprocessed Samples
1 MotherWavelet = ’ db7 ’ ;
2 DatasetName = [ MotherWavelet ’ RealQuantizedHalf ’ ] ; %Synthet i c Quantized
3 f i l e s = d i r ( ’ ∗ . tx t ’ ) ;
4 NumOfJoints = 15 ;
5 NumOfDimension = 3 ;
6 NumOfFeatures = NumOfJoints ∗NumOfDimension ;
7
8 Stdev = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , NumOfFeatures+1) ;
9 Euc = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , NumOfJoints ∗2∗2+1) ;
10 DWTcAStat = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) ,8∗4∗NumOfDimension+1) ;
11 DWTcDStat = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) ,8∗4∗NumOfDimension+1) ;
12
13 V1V2 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+1) ;
14 V1V3 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
15 V1V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
16 V2V3 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
17 V2V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
18 V3V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
19 V1V2V3 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )
−1)+1) ;
20 V1V2V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 )
−1)+1) ;
21 V1V3V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (
DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
22 V2V3V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (
DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
23 V1V2V3V4 = ze ro s ( l ength ( f i l e s ) , ( s i z e ( Stdev , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (Euc , 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcAStat
, 2 )−1)+( s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 )−1)+1) ;
24
25 f o r j =1: l ength ( f i l e s )
26 coo rd ina t e s = load ( f i l e s ( j ) . name) ;
27
28
29 NumOfFrames = s i z e ( coord inate s , 1 ) ;
30
31 STDEV = ze ro s (1 , NumOfFeatures ) ;
32 FullEuc = ze ro s (1 ,2∗NumOfJoints ) ;
33 MidEuc = ze ro s (1 ,2∗NumOfJoints ) ;
34
35 coo rd ina t e s1 = coo rd ina t e s ;
36
37
38 % s t o r e s the STDEV fo r the j o i n t p o s i t i o n s over time
39 f o r k=1:45
40 STDEV(k ) = std ( coo rd ina t e s1 ( : , k ) ) ;
41 end
42
43 % s t o r e s 3D Euc d i s t anc e and maximum 1D d i s t ance f o r ( f i r s t , middle ) and
44 % ( f i r s t , l a s t )
45 EucCounter = 1 ;
46 f o r k=1:3 : NumOfFeatures
47 % f i r s t frame
48 f i r s t = coo rd ina t e s1 (1 , k : k+2) ;
49 % middle frame
50 mid = coord ina t e s1 ( round ( s i z e ( coord inates1 , 1 ) /2) , k : k+2) ;
51 % l a s t frame
52 l a s t = coord ina t e s1 ( s i z e ( coord inates1 , 1 ) , k : k+2) ;
53 % s t o r e s 3D Euc d i s t anc e between f i r s t and middle frame
54 MidEuc( EucCounter ) = pd i s t2 (mid , f i r s t ) ;
55 % s t o r e s maximum 1D Euc d i s t anc e between f i r s t and middle frame
56 MidEuc( EucCounter+1) = max( abs (mid− f i r s t ) ) ;
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57 % s t o r e s 3D Euc d i s t anc e between f i r s t and l a s t frame
58 FullEuc ( EucCounter ) = pd i s t2 ( l a s t , f i r s t ) ;
59 % s t o r e s maximum 1D Euc d i s t anc e between f i r s t and l a s t frame
60 FullEuc ( EucCounter+1) = max( abs ( l a s t− f i r s t ) ) ;
61 EucCounter = EucCounter+2;
62 end
63
64 LeftHand = coord ina t e s1 ( : , 1 6 : 1 8 ) ’ ;
65 LeftHandcA = [ ] ;
66 LeftHandcD = [ ] ;
67 LeftHandcAStat = [ ] ;
68 LeftHandcDStat = [ ] ;
69 RightHand = coord ina t e s1 ( : , 2 5 : 2 7 ) ’ ;
70 RightHandcA = [ ] ;
71 RightHandcD = [ ] ;
72 RightHandcAStat = [ ] ;
73 RightHandcDStat = [ ] ;
74 LeftFoot = coord ina t e s1 ( : , 3 4 : 3 6 ) ’ ;
75 LeftFootcA = [ ] ;
76 LeftFootcD = [ ] ;
77 LeftFootcAStat = [ ] ;
78 LeftFootcDStat = [ ] ;
79 RightFoot = coord ina t e s1 ( : , 4 3 : 4 5 ) ’ ;
80 RightFootcA = [ ] ;
81 RightFootcD = [ ] ;
82 RightFootcAStat = [ ] ;
83 RightFootcDStat = [ ] ;
84
85 f o r k=1:3
86 [ cA , cD ] = dwt ( LeftHand (k , : ) , MotherWavelet ) ;
87 LeftHandcA = [ LeftHandcA ; cA ] ;
88 LeftHandcD = [ LeftHandcD ; cD ] ;
89 end
90 f o r k=1:3
91 temp1 = [ std ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) ) max( LeftHandcA (k , : ) ) min ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) )
quan t i l e ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( LeftHandcA (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
LeftHandcA (k , : ) ) ] ;
92 temp2 = [ std ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) ) max( LeftHandcD (k , : ) ) min ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) )
quan t i l e ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( LeftHandcD (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
LeftHandcD (k , : ) ) ] ;
93 LeftHandcAStat = [ LeftHandcAStat temp1 ] ;
94 LeftHandcDStat = [ LeftHandcDStat temp2 ] ;
95 end
96
97 f o r k=1:3
98 [ cA , cD ] = dwt (RightHand (k , : ) , MotherWavelet ) ;
99 RightHandcA = [ RightHandcA ; cA ] ;
100 RightHandcD = [ RightHandcD ; cD ] ;
101 end
102 f o r k=1:3
103 temp1 = [ std (RightHandcA (k , : ) ) max(RightHandcA (k , : ) ) min (RightHandcA (k , : )
) quan t i l e (RightHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e (RightHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e (RightHandcA (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness (RightHandcA (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
RightHandcA (k , : ) ) ] ;
104 temp2 = [ std (RightHandcD (k , : ) ) max(RightHandcD (k , : ) ) min (RightHandcD (k , : )
) quan t i l e (RightHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e (RightHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e (RightHandcD (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness (RightHandcD (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
RightHandcD (k , : ) ) ] ;
105 RightHandcAStat = [ RightHandcAStat temp1 ] ;
106 RightHandcDStat = [ RightHandcDStat temp2 ] ;
107 end
108
109 f o r k=1:3
110 [ cA , cD ] = dwt ( LeftFoot (k , : ) , MotherWavelet ) ;
111 LeftFootcA = [ LeftFootcA ; cA ] ;
112 LeftFootcD = [ LeftFootcD ; cD ] ;
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113 end
114 f o r k=1:3
115 temp1 = [ std ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) ) max( LeftFootcA (k , : ) ) min ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) )
quan t i l e ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( LeftFootcA (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
LeftFootcA (k , : ) ) ] ;
116 temp2 = [ std ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) ) max( LeftFootcD (k , : ) ) min ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) )
quan t i l e ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( LeftFootcD (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
LeftFootcD (k , : ) ) ] ;
117 LeftFootcAStat = [ LeftFootcAStat temp1 ] ;
118 LeftFootcDStat = [ LeftFootcDStat temp2 ] ;
119 end
120
121 f o r k=1:3
122 [ cA , cD ] = dwt ( RightFoot (k , : ) , MotherWavelet ) ;
123 RightFootcA = [ RightFootcA ; cA ] ;
124 RightFootcD = [ RightFootcD ; cD ] ;
125 end
126 f o r k=1:3
127 temp1 = [ std ( RightFootcA (k , : ) ) max( RightFootcA (k , : ) ) min ( RightFootcA (k , : )
) quan t i l e ( RightFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( RightFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( RightFootcA (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( RightFootcA (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
RightFootcA (k , : ) ) ] ;
128 temp2 = [ std ( RightFootcD (k , : ) ) max( RightFootcD (k , : ) ) min ( RightFootcD (k , : )
) quan t i l e ( RightFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 2 5 ) quan t i l e ( RightFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 5 0 )
quan t i l e ( RightFootcD (k , : ) , 0 . 7 5 ) skewness ( RightFootcD (k , : ) ) k u r t o s i s (
RightFootcD (k , : ) ) ] ;
129 RightFootcAStat = [ RightFootcAStat temp1 ] ;
130 RightFootcDStat = [ RightFootcDStat temp2 ] ;
131 end
132
133 i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ Balance ’ ) ) )
134 l a b e l = 1 ;
135 e l s e i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’Jump ’ ) ) )
136 l a b e l = 2 ;
137 e l s e i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ Kick ’ ) ) )
138 l a b e l = 3 ;
139 e l s e i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ Pickup ’ ) ) )
140 l a b e l = 4 ;
141 e l s e i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’Punch ’ ) ) )
142 l a b e l = 5 ;
143 e l s e i f ˜( isempty ( s t r f i n d ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ S t r e t ch ’ ) ) )
144 l a b e l = 6 ;
145 end
146
147 TempDWTcAStat = [ LeftHandcAStat RightHandcAStat LeftFootcAStat
RightFootcAStat ] ;
148 TempDWTcDStat = [ LeftHandcDStat RightHandcDStat LeftFootcDStat
RightFootcDStat ] ;
149
150 Stdev ( j , : ) = [STDEV l ab e l ] ;
151 Euc( j , : ) = [ FullEuc MidEuc l a b e l ] ;
152 DWTcAStat( j , : ) = [TempDWTcAStat l a b e l ] ;
153 DWTcDStat( j , : ) = [TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
154 V1V2( j , : ) = [STDEV FullEuc MidEuc l a b e l ] ;
155 V1V3( j , : ) = [STDEV TempDWTcAStat l a b e l ] ;
156 V1V4( j , : ) = [STDEV TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
157 V2V3( j , : ) = [ FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcAStat l a b e l ] ;
158 V2V4( j , : ) = [ FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
159 V3V4( j , : ) = [TempDWTcAStat TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
160 V1V2V3( j , : ) = [STDEV FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcAStat l a b e l ] ;
161 V1V2V4( j , : ) = [STDEV FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
162 V1V3V4( j , : ) = [STDEV TempDWTcAStat TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
163 V2V3V4( j , : ) = [ FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcAStat TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
164 V1V2V3V4( j , : ) = [STDEV FullEuc MidEuc TempDWTcAStat TempDWTcDStat l a b e l ] ;
165 end
166
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167 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’ Stdev . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e ( Stdev , 2 ) ; Stdev ] ) ;
168 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’Euc . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (Euc , 2 ) ; Euc ] ) ;
169 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’DWTcAStat . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (DWTcAStat , 2 ) ; DWTcAStat ] ) ;
170 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’DWTcDStat . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (DWTcDStat , 2 ) ; DWTcDStat ] ) ;
171 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V2 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V2, 2 ) ; V1V2 ] ) ;
172 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V3 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V3, 2 ) ; V1V3 ] ) ;
173 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V4, 2 ) ; V1V4 ] ) ;
174 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V2V3 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V2V3, 2 ) ; V2V3 ] ) ;
175 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V2V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V2V4, 2 ) ; V2V4 ] ) ;
176 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V3V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V3V4, 2 ) ; V3V4 ] ) ;
177 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V2V3 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V2V3, 2 ) ; V1V2V3 ] ) ;
178 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V2V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V2V4, 2 ) ; V1V2V4 ] ) ;
179 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V3V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V3V4, 2 ) ; V1V3V4 ] ) ;
180 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V2V3V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V2V3V4, 2 ) ; V2V3V4 ] ) ;
181 c svwr i t e ( [ DatasetName ’V1V2V3V4 . csv ’ ] , [ 1 : s i z e (V1V2V3V4, 2 ) ; V1V2V3V4 ] ) ;
C.2 Convert CSV files to ARFF files
From the previous subsection we obtain a csv files with labeled instances. How-
ever, to perform the classification using Weka we need to convert csv files into
Attribute-Relation File Format (ARFF). This step can be done using Weka Ex-
plorer, though it might be difficult for multiple files therefore we need automation.
For csv files we need to perform the following steps:
• Specify the class attribute and convert it to nominal.
• Convert it to ARFF.
The Java code shown in Listing C.2 locates the csv files produced by Matlab
(change the directory in line 17) and convert them into ARFF files. Remeber you
need Weka Java API to run the Java code in Listing C.2, in other words you need
to include (Weka.jar) in your java project dependencies.
Listing C.2: Java code to convert multiple csv files into ARFF files
1 import java . i o . F i l e ;
2 import java . i o . F i l enameF i l t e r ;
3 import java . i o . IOException ;
4 import java . u t i l . Arrays ;
5 import java . u t i l . L i s t ;
6
7 import weka . core . In s tance s ;
8 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . Ar f fSaver ;
9 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . CSVLoader ;
10 import weka . f i l t e r s . F i l t e r ;
11 import weka . f i l t e r s . unsuperv i sed . a t t r i b u t e . NumericToNominal ;
12
13
14 pub l i c c l a s s CSV2Arff {
15
16 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r ing [ ] a rgs ) throws Exception {
17 F i l e d i r = new F i l e ( ”C: / Users /Mashaan Awad/Documents/MATLAB/Data
Synthes i zed / C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Resu l t s ” ) ;
18 F i l e [ ] l i s t F i l e s = d i r . l i s t F i l e s ( ) ;
19
20 f o r ( i n t i =0; i< l i s t F i l e s . l ength ; i++)
21 {
22 System . out . p r i n t l n ( i+”−”+l i s t F i l e s [ i ] ) ;
23 St r ing f i l ename = l i s t F i l e s [ i ] . getName ( ) ;
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24 i f ( f i l ename . conta in s ( ” csv ” ) ) {
25 i f ( f i l ename . indexOf ( ” . ” ) > 0) {
26 f i l ename = f i l ename . sub s t r i ng (0 , f i l ename .
la s t IndexOf ( ” . ” ) ) ;
27 }
28 System . out . p r i n t l n ( i+”−”+f i l ename ) ;
29
30 // load CSV
31 CSVLoader l oade r = new CSVLoader ( ) ;
32 l oade r . s e tSource ( l i s t F i l e s [ i ] ) ;
33 In s tance s data = loade r . getDataSet ( ) ;
34 data . s e tC la s s Index ( data . numAttributes ( ) −1) ;
35 NumericToNominal Nominal ize= new NumericToNominal ( ) ;
36 St r ing [ ] opt ions= new St r ing [ 2 ] ;
37 opt ions [ 0 ] = ”−R” ;
38 opt ions [ 1 ] = ” l a s t ” ; // s e t the a t t r i b u t e s from
i nd i c e s 1 to 2 as
39
40 //nominal
41 Nominal ize . se tOpt ions ( opt ions ) ;
42 Nominal ize . setInputFormat ( data ) ;
43 In s tance s data1 = F i l t e r . u s eF i l t e r ( data , Nominal ize ) ;
44
45 // save ARFF
46 Arf fSaver saver = new Arf fSaver ( ) ;
47 saver . s e t I n s t an c e s ( data1 ) ;
48 saver . s e t F i l e ( new F i l e ( d i r+”/”+f i l ename+” . a r f f ” ) ) ;
49 saver . writeBatch ( ) ;
50 }
51 }
52 }
53
54 }
C.3 Classify Instances using Weka Java API
After converting csv files into ARFF files, we are ready to perform the classifi-
cation. Like the previous subsection, this process can be performed using Weka
Explorer, however automating this process for multiple datasets will save time
and effort. Code in Listing C.3 reads multiple datasets specified by the directory
in line 14. Then the user should fill (DatasetsNames) array with the datasets
names. First, the training set should be written and then followed by its testing
dataset. The code executes by train on the first dataset and make predictions on
the following dataset, this will be repeated until all datasets in (DatasetsNames)
got processed. The code in Listing C.3 uses random forest classifier (see line 51),
though any other classifier supported by Weka can be used.
Listing C.3: Java code to classify multiple ARFF files
1 import java . i o . F i l e ;
2 import java . u t i l .Random ;
3
4 import weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . Evaluat ion ;
5 import weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . f un c t i on s .SMO;
6 import weka . c l a s s i f i e r s . t r e e s . RandomForest ;
7 import weka . core . In s tance s ;
8 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . Arf fLoader ;
9 import weka . core . c onve r t e r s . Conver t e rUt i l s . DataSource ;
10
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11 pub l i c c l a s s TrainAndTest {
12
13 pub l i c s t a t i c void main ( S t r ing [ ] a rgs ) throws Exception {
14 St r ing d i r = new St r ing ( ”C: / Users /Mashaan Awad/Documents/MATLAB/
Data Synthes i zed / C l a s s i f i c a t i o n Resu l t s /” ) ;
15 St r ing DatasetsNames [ ] = {”SyntheticPreprocessedDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedDWTcAcDStat” ,
16 ”SyntheticPreprocessedDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedDWTcDStat” ,
17 ” Synthet icPreprocessedEuc ” , ”RealPreprocessedEuc ” ,
18 ”SyntheticPreprocessedEucDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedEucDWTcAcDStat” ,
19 ”SyntheticPreprocessedEucDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedEucDWTcDStat” ,
20 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedDWTcAcDStat” ,
21 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedDWTcDStat” ,
22 ” Synthet icPreprocessedQuant izedEuc ” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedEuc ” ,
23 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedEucDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedEucDWTcAcDStat” ,
24 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedEucDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedEucDWTcDStat” ,
25 ” Synthet icPreprocessedQuant izedStdev ” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdev ” ,
26 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedStdevDWTcAcDStat” ,
”RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdevDWTcAcDStat” ,
27 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedStdevDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdevDWTcDStat” ,
28 ” Synthet icPreprocessedQuant izedStdevEuc ” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdevEuc ” ,
29 ”
SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedStdevEucDWTcAcDStat
” , ”
RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdevEucDWTcAcDStat”
,
30 ”SyntheticPreprocessedQuantizedStdevEucDWTcDStat”
, ”RealPreprocessedQuantizedStdevEucDWTcDStat”
,
31 ” Synthet i cPreproces sedStdev ” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdev ” ,
32 ”SyntheticPreprocessedStdevDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdevDWTcAcDStat” ,
33 ”SyntheticPreprocessedStdevDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdevDWTcDStat” ,
34 ” Synthet icPreprocessedStdevEuc ” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdevEuc ” ,
35 ”SyntheticPreprocessedStdevEucDWTcAcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdevEucDWTcAcDStat” ,
36 ”SyntheticPreprocessedStdevEucDWTcDStat” , ”
RealPreprocessedStdevEucDWTcDStat” } ;
37
38 f o r ( i n t i =0; i<DatasetsNames . l ength ; i+=2)
39 // f o r ( i n t i =0; i <2; i+=2)
40 {
41 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Train Dataset = ”+DatasetsNames [ i ] ) ;
42 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Test Dataset = ”+DatasetsNames [ i +1]) ;
43 DataSource TrainSource = new DataSource ( d i r+DatasetsNames
[ i ]+” . a r f f ” ) ;
44 In s tance s Train = TrainSource . getDataSet ( ) ;
45 Train . s e tC la s s Index ( Train . numAttributes ( ) − 1) ;
46
47 DataSource TestSource = new DataSource ( d i r+DatasetsNames [
i +1]+” . a r f f ” ) ;
48 In s tance s Test = TestSource . getDataSet ( ) ;
49 Test . s e tC la s s Index ( Train . numAttributes ( ) − 1) ;
50
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51 RandomForest RF = new RandomForest ( ) ;
52 RF. b u i l d C l a s s i f i e r ( Train ) ;
53 Evaluat ion eva l = new Evaluat ion ( Train ) ;
54 eva l . evaluateModel (RF, Test ) ;
55 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Train In s tance s = ” + Train . numInstances ( )+” ,
Test In s tance s = ” + Test . numInstances ( ) ) ;
56 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Train Att r ibute s = ” + Train .
numAttributes ( )+” , Test At t r ibute s = ” + Test .
numAttributes ( ) ) ;
57 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”Estimated Accuracy : ”+Double . t oS t r i ng
( eva l . pctCorrect ( ) ) ) ;
58 System . out . p r i n t ( ” P r e c i s i on ordered by c l a s s : ” ) ;
59 f o r ( i n t j =0; j<Test . numClasses ( ) ; j++)
60 {
61 System . out . format ( ”%.4 f , ” , eva l . p r e c i s i o n ( j ) ) ;
62 }
63 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
64 System . out . p r i n t ( ” Reca l l ordered by c l a s s : ” ) ;
65 f o r ( i n t j =0; j<Test . numClasses ( ) ; j++)
66 {
67 System . out . format ( ”%.4 f , ” , eva l . r e c a l l ( j ) ) ;
68 }
69 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
70 System . out . p r i n t ( ”FMeasure ordered by c l a s s : ” ) ;
71 f o r ( i n t j =0; j<Test . numClasses ( ) ; j++)
72 {
73 System . out . format ( ”%.4 f , ” , eva l . fMeasure ( j ) ) ;
74 }
75 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ) ;
76 System . out . p r i n t l n ( ”
=============================================” ) ;
77 }
78 }
79
80 }
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APPENDIX D
MISCELLANEOUS
D.1 Draw a stick model
A stick model is a collection of points connected by lines where the points are
the joints and the lines are the bones (see Figure D.1). The text files generated
in real data and synthetic data have the same convention where the number of
columns is 45 considering 15 joints and 3 dimensions. The number of rows varies
from sample to sample because it represents the number of frames. The Matlab
script shown in Listing D.1 reads multiple text files and generates a plot of the
stick model for each frame.
WARNING: The joints in the text file should be order as follows: Head,
Neck, SpineMid, ShoulderLeft, ElbowLeft, HandLeft, ShoulderRight, El-
bowRight, HandRight, HipLeft, KneeLeft, FootLeft, HipRight, KneeRight, and
FootRight. Otherwise, the script will plot a faulty stick model. Anyway, you can
control the joints order by modifying the lines 14 to 28 of Listing D.1.
Listing D.1: Matlab script to Draw Stick Model
1 f i l e s = d i r ( ’ ∗ . tx t ’ ) ;
2
3 f o r j =1: l ength ( f i l e s )
4 c l o s e a l l ;
5
6 coord = load ( f i l e s ( j ) . name) ;
7 %# pr e a l l o c a t e
8 nFrames = s i z e ( coord , 1 ) ;
9 f = getframe ( gca ) ;
10 [ f ,map ] = rgb2ind ( f . cdata , 256 , ’ nod i ther ’ ) ;
11 mov = repmat ( f , [ 1 1 1 nFrames ] ) ;
12
13 f o r i =1: s i z e ( coord , 1 )
14 Head = coord ( i , 1 : 3 ) ;
15 Neck = coord ( i , 4 : 6 ) ;
16 Torso = coord ( i , 7 : 9 ) ;
17 ShoulderLe f t = coord ( i , 1 0 : 1 2 ) ;
18 ElbowLeft = coord ( i , 1 3 : 1 5 ) ;
19 HandLeft = coord ( i , 1 6 : 1 8 ) ;
20 ShoulderRight = coord ( i , 1 9 : 2 1 ) ;
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Figure D.1: Stick Model
21 ElbowRight = coord ( i , 2 2 : 2 4 ) ;
22 HandRight = coord ( i , 2 5 : 2 7 ) ;
23 HipLeft = coord ( i , 2 8 : 3 0 ) ;
24 KneeLeft = coord ( i , 3 1 : 3 3 ) ;
25 FootLeft = coord ( i , 3 4 : 3 6 ) ;
26 HipRight = coord ( i , 3 7 : 3 9 ) ;
27 KneeRight = coord ( i , 4 0 : 4 2 ) ;
28 FootRight = coord ( i , 4 3 : 4 5 ) ;
29
30 coord1 = [ Head ; Neck ; Torso ; Shou lderLe f t ; ElbowLeft ; HandLeft ;
ShoulderRight ; ElbowRight ; HandRight ; HipLeft ; KneeLeft ; FootLeft ;
HipRight ; KneeRight ; FootRight ]
31
32 BackBone = [ Head ; Neck ; Torso ] ;
33 LeftArm = [ Neck ; Shou lderLe f t ; ElbowLeft ; HandLeft ] ;
34 RightArm = [ Neck ; ShoulderRight ; ElbowRight ; HandRight ] ;
35 LeftLeg = [ Torso ; HipLeft ; KneeLeft ; FootLeft ] ;
36 RightLeg = [ Torso ; HipRight ; KneeRight ; FootRight ] ;
37
38 c l a ;
39 p lo t3 ( coord1 ( : , 1 ) , coord1 ( : , 2 ) , coord1 ( : , 3 ) , ’ bo ’ ) ;
40 s e t ( gcf , ’ c o l o r ’ , [ 1 1 1 ] ) ;
41 s e t ( gca , ’ V i s i b l e ’ , ’ o f f ’ ) ;
42 %view ([−20 50 ] ) ;
43 %view ( [ 180 270 ] ) ;
44 view (2) ;
45 x l ab e l ( ’ x−ax i s ’ ) % x−ax i s l a b e l
46 y l ab e l ( ’ y−ax i s ’ ) % y−ax i s l a b e l
47 y l ab e l ( ’ z−ax i s ’ ) % z−ax i s l a b e l
48 ax i s equal ;
49 hold on ;
50 l i n e (BackBone ( : , 1 ) ,BackBone ( : , 2 ) ,BackBone ( : , 3 ) ) ;
51 l i n e ( LeftArm ( : , 1 ) , LeftArm ( : , 2 ) , LeftArm ( : , 3 ) ) ;
52 l i n e (RightArm ( : , 1 ) ,RightArm ( : , 2 ) ,RightArm ( : , 3 ) ) ;
53 l i n e ( LeftLeg ( : , 1 ) , LeftLeg ( : , 2 ) , LeftLeg ( : , 3 ) ) ;
54 l i n e ( RightLeg ( : , 1 ) , RightLeg ( : , 2 ) , RightLeg ( : , 3 ) ) ;
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55 f = getframe ( gca ) ;
56 mov ( : , : , 1 , i ) = rgb2ind ( f . cdata , map , ’ nod i ther ’ ) ;
57 end
58
59 c l o s e ( g c f )
60 imwrite (mov , map , [ s t r r e p ( f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ . txt ’ , ’ ’ ) ’ . g i f ’ ] , ’ DelayTime ’
, 0 . 1 , ’ LoopCount ’ , i n f ) ;
61 end
D.2 Create GIF image
We can animate the stick model by combining all frames of a single text file
(i.e., single action) into single GIF image. Matlab script shown in Listing D.2,
illustrates the process of generating GIF image.
WARNING: The text files should be numbered from 1 to N where N is
total number of frames. Also, note that Matlab might order the files wrongly.
For example, Matlab orderers (1, 2, 10) as (1, 10, 2), therefore you might need
to stuff some zeros to force Matlab to get it right such as (0001, 0002, 0010).
Listing D.2: Matlab script to Generate GIF Image
1 f i l e s = d i r ( ’ ∗ . png ’ ) ;
2 FileName = f i l e s (1 ) . name ;
3 FileName = s t r r e p ( FileName , ’ 1 . png ’ , ’ ’ ) ;
4
5 f o r j =1: l ength ( f i l e s )
6 image = imread ( [ FileName ’ ’ num2str ( j ) ’ . png ’ ] , ’ BackgroundColor ’ , [ 1 1 1 ] ) ;
7 [A,map ] = rgb2ind ( image , 256 ) ;
8 i f ( j==1)
9 imwrite (A,map , [ FileName ’ . g i f ’ ] , ’ g i f ’ , ’ LoopCount ’ , In f , ’ DelayTime ’ , 0 . 1 ) ;
10 e l s e
11 imwrite (A,map , [ FileName ’ . g i f ’ ] , ’ g i f ’ , ’WriteMode ’ , ’ append ’ , ’ DelayTime ’
, 0 . 1 ) ;
12 end
13 end
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